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There’s no doubt that the past few months have been
challenging. The global pandemic has impacted virtually
every part of our daily lives and disrupted the way many
companies have traditionally done business.
At City Electric Supply, we’ve made it a commitment to
prioritize the health and safety of our employees and
customers, and how you see us doing business today is a
reflection of that commitment. Over the past few months
we’ve updated our policies and put protocols in place that
are meant to ensure the safety of everyone we serve.
Together we’ve quickly adapted to the rapidly changing
circumstances and found new and innovative ways to take
care of our employees, customers, and communities.
My deepest gratitude goes to our employees for rising to the
occasion and being flexible as we implemented new ways
of working, like offering curbside pick-up and contactless
signature. I’m grateful for your dedication to keeping our
doors open, your resilience, and for your compassion for
others. Thank you to the branches that raised money and
donated meals for local hospitals. Thank you to the employees
who sewed and sourced hundreds of face masks for frontline
workers and a local veteran’s family. Thank you all for your
dedication to keeping our doors open for our customers.
And, last but not least, thank you to our customers for allowing
us to serve you during this time. It is our privilege to be of
assistance, knowing that many of you were supplying materials
for critical infrastructure and other essential services that saved
and sustained lives.
All the best,

T homas

WANT TO
CONTRIBUTE
TO THE WIRE?

H ar t l an d - M a ck i e

LET US KNOW ABOUT YOUR SUCCESSFUL
COUNTER DAYS, CONFERENCES, AND EVENTS.
SHARE YOUR COMMUNITY AND MILESTONES
WITH US BY SUBMITTING YOUR STORY.
CONTACT THE CES MARKETING DEPARTMENT AT
THEWIRE@CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
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CES CUMBERLAND PARTNERS
WITH LOCAL RESTAURANTS
TO GIVE BACK
Our medical care workers are on the frontlines, constantly
risking their lives to keep us safe. As a consequence of their
service, many of them are unable to see their loved ones. It is
a difficult, tiring, and discouraging time for so many, and City
Electric Supply Cumberland’s staff and contractors wanted to
do something to support the people putting their lives on the
line day after day.
“When we were brainstorming ideas on how we could help
local healthcare workers, it was as simple as providing them
a meal,” said Branch Manager Scott Pratt.
The branch team collected money and donated meals from
a local restaurant, Bella Napoli, and their contractors donated
meals from Mario’s Italian Eatery.

3

“Many local and small business restaurants are going through
a tough time, so we wanted to do what we could do to support
them as well during these hard times,” said Pratt.
Pitching in a little money to donate meals to those working
the frontlines was important to the branch employees.
“Although everyone is in a pinch with money right now, no one
blinked an eye when I asked if they wanted to help,” Pratt said.
Overall, between the branch and their contractors, they
were able to donate 200 meals to the local hospital staff.

“Shortly after, we received a message thanking us for the
meals we donated,” said Pratt. “Everyone was so thankful
and enjoyed every bit of it.”

CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY IS EXPANDING ALL ACROSS THE U.S.! SEE WHERE WE’VE OPENED NEW BRANCHES
AND HOW WE’RE CONNECTING CES WITH CUSTOMERS IN YOUR STATE!

MARCH 2020 - MAY 2020
1

Lebanon, TN
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2

Chattanooga East, TN

3

McKinney, TX

Although a meal here and there might not seem like a lot in
the grand scheme of things, Pratt believes that every bit is
important and every bit helps.
“Many small businesses need our help, and those on our
frontline need all the support we can give them. I loved
getting to partner with a local restaurant to donate to those
fighting for us,” said Pratt. “It is a tough time for everyone.
We should all try to pitch in and shop local when we can.”
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

For Delgado, the letter was just another way to show
how much City Electric Supply has to offer in the future
development of Puerto Rico.

CES IN PUERTO RICO:
THE PATH TO ENERGY
INDEPENDENCE
Puerto Rico is undergoing a massive energy transformation,
and City Electric Supply is right there to help.
Right now, most electrical power flows from fossil fuel plants in
the south to consumers in the north, where 70% of the island’s
power is used. When anything happens to the southern plants,
power outages rapidly spread across the island.
The first step to solving that problem: modernizing the energy
grid, which involved converting San Juan Units 5 & 6 from a
diesel power plant to one that runs on natural gas.
“Not only will this new plant help Puerto Rico improve their
energy grid, but it also means reduced emissions and better
prices for its consumers in the short term,” said Jeffrey
Delgado, who heads Industrial Development and Export Sales
for City Electric Supply out of Miami Gardens, Florida.
“The Central San Juan power plant is made up of four steam
units (1 – 4) and two gas units (5 and 6). The conversion
alone from diesel to natural gas will give the plant a combined
generation capacity of 440 megawatts, which is enough power
for over 350,000 homes,” Delgado said.
“This is the first natural gas project of its kind in Puerto Rico,
and it means a lot to the communities there. A more stable
energy grid will continue to bring more people back to the
island, more businesses, and just more opportunity.”
In 2017, Hurricane Maria devastated the island’s energy grid,
which took 18 months to repair and fully restore power to the
island. It’s estimated that more than a million people left after
the hurricane in search of relief and economic opportunity.
Since then, Puerto Rico has worked quickly to establish greater
energy resilience in the face of natural disasters and power
outages, and this first development with City Electric Supply
was a first huge step.
“It’s important that what we do, especially when it comes to
new developments, is make sure it helps people,” Delgado
said. “This opens the door for more energy projects in the
future for us, especially renewable. Puerto Rico is making
progress in modernizing the grid but also furthering
z renewable energy, too.”
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Although Units 5 & 6 represent the first step that Puerto Rico
is taking to reduce emissions and update its grid, it’s not
the last one. In March 2019, Puerto Rico passed into
law a comprehensive energy policy. By 2050, the island
of Puerto Rico plans to generate 100% of their energy
through renewable sources.
Across Puerto Rico’s local communities, there’s widespread
support for renewable energy, especially small-scale solar.
With solar and other renewable developments already planned
to help support energy grid independence, City Electric Supply
is in a perfect position to help there as well, especially with
Delgado’s deep connections to the island.
“For more than 20 years, I’ve worked with Lord Electric and
New Fortress Energy, two big pieces to making this whole
thing possible,” Delgado said. “Lord Electric is the largest
contractor in Puerto Rico and the one that handled the
conversion of the San Juan plant. New Fortress Energy has
launched many energy-generating projects all around the
Caribbean, including this one. With renewable projects on the
way, I believe that City Electric Supply can truly help Puerto
Rico transform the way it generates energy for the better.”

“I have to do it because I know we can do it,” he said.
“The appreciation was nice, but it just proves how much
opportunity there is in that market. If we keep doing what
we’re doing, there will be more opportunities to make an
even deeper impact than we have already.”
Regional Manager Mike Bertone agrees, reinforcing everything
that Lord Electric and District Manager Aramis has covered.

WHAT IT TAKES TO SUPPLY A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Long nights, an unstoppable commitment to serving the
customer, and a great team are part of what it takes, but of
course for Delgado there was a little bit more to it than that.
From Miami, Delgado handled the shipment of materials
even when it got a little challenging, especially with the
global COVID-19 pandemic slowing down operations for
shipping terminals.
However, City Electric Supply is known for its service, and
Delgado did everything he could to make sure that urgent
materials and emergency deliveries made it to their destination
on time, even if that meant shipping through the air.
From supplying the lighting and terminations to the cables
and even cable trays, everything had to stick closely to a
deadline to bring San Juan Units 5 & 6 online as planned.
“There were overnight deliveries and long weekends,” Delgado
noted, “but that’s just part of working on an important project
like this. A lot of people depend on you, and not just the
contractor and everyone working on-site. The people who
need more reliable energy depend on this, too.”
District Manager Aramis Montenegro backed up all of
Delgado’s hard work, a testament to just how much
progress he’s made in the short time he’s been with CES.
“I’ve worked with Jeffrey Delgado for more than 25 years in
this industry, but he only recently joined City Electric Supply
about a year ago. The connections that Jeffrey has, the
relationships he has in this industry, in Puerto Rico, in the
Caribbean — they run deep. I know we’re just scratching the
surface of what we can accomplish here, and he’s going to
be a huge reason for that.”
But it’s not just Montenegro who feels this way. Even Lord
Electric sent a letter to Delgado after the San Juan plant was
completed, praising his attentiveness, his dedication, and just
how much trust they had to fully rely and depend on him and
City Electric Supply as a whole.

“We’re able to do things like this because of guys like Jeffrey,”
Bertone said. “The letter proves that. CES puts a lot of trust
in us to go over to Puerto Rico and secure this business, but
without Jeffrey, without Aramis, none of this would’ve been
possible. I have nothing but confidence in the team and that
they have what it takes to go out and make it happen.”
As for Jeffrey Delgado, of course it feels nice to have all of the
hard work recognized, but he wants most of the credit to go to
the team that helped.
“It’s the effort of the team that brings it all together,” he notes.
“Beatriz Cintron who is the Branch Manager of the Puerto Rico
branch, Darian Munoz who is the Operations Manager in the
Industrial Development and Export Sales Branch, and Dave
Snyder who is the Controller for East Florida’s accounting
division all provided great support.”
“Dave specifically helped on all the import duties, taxes, and
regulations, supporting us through each phase of the process.
And Darian coordinated the deliveries from the factories and
freight lines to Puerto Rico. We couldn’t have accomplished
what we did without them.”

THE BIG, GREEN PICTURE
“At CES, a lot of what we do impacts the local level,” District
Manager Montenegro said. “But a project like this lets you take
a step back, and just say, ‘Wow. This is big.’ We were able to
do something great for many thousands and thousands
of people.”
And that’s exactly what this new plant will do for Puerto
Rico. With renewable energy projects on the horizon, Jeffrey
Delgado isn’t going to wait for the next opportunity to fall into
his lap. He’s actively searching for it.
“This is what I’m doing now, just creating ideas, thinking
of ways to support that market. My dream is to keep doing
important projects like this in Puerto Rico and all around
the Caribbean. We have a very good opportunity to show
customers and even competitors what City Electric Supply
can do.”
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

EMPLOYEE ANNIVERSARIES
5 YEARS

Jerry Schuck

10 YEARS

Denis Arseneault

Adam Del Soldato

Joseph Hawk

Brandon Hart

Erik Sotolongo

Andrew Kimber

Joshua Janacek

Chris Dunn

Erin Hall

Anthony Thavone

Justin Moser

Christopher Lanteigne

Humberto Ruiz

Audie Leopard

Justin Willcott

Daniel Snoddon

Jason Moser

Billy Baez

Katherine Mccabe

Gregory Rice

John King

Brent Dutra

Kenneth Burgin

Henry Britt

John Swonger

Brent Peek

Kyle Schiele

Jacob Sullivan

Julie Dunlap

Brian Cook

Leigh Ann Moltz

James Hartley

Lino Diaz

Brian Stewart

Logan Braverman

James Resh

Masanori Yokoyama

Charles Barrett

Mark Wells

James Rogers

Melissa Deachan

Charles Rimby

Martin Peery

Jerry Smith

Patrick Haywood

Chris Berdon

Michael Tesar

Jim Korevaar

Robert Cole

Christopher Roeum

Michael Bradley

Jonathan Taylor

Shaun Allega

Colin Gibson

Rahim Sultan

Juan Villalba

Terrance Nisbett

Curtis Adams

Raymond Geahr

Karson Gooder

Thomas Giddens

Curtis Jones

Ricardo Valdez

Lawrence Dennis

Timothy Simmons

Daniel Enos

Richard Cureton

Michael Sullivan

Victor Pereira

Dante Schmitz

Richard Knauss

Mitchell Desimone

Dennis Jaketic

Robert Bilotti

Patrick Hartjen

20 YEARS

Denzel Douglas

Robert Kerstetter

Paul Harman

Brian Edney

Derek Reeves

Robert Mitchell

Ray Fors

Brian Ford

Dustin Strickland

Saul Leyva

Reese Jordan

Charles Clay

Elizabeth Scoular

Scott Jernigan

Richard S. Smith

Derek Kline

Elvin Dejesus

Steven Conner

Steve Manglaylay

Frank Hirst

Eric Starnes

Tracy Brown

Wesley Simpson

James Dahmer

Erik Liefke

Tyler Fite

William Wilkins

Jose Mata

Jacob Holt

William Haywood

William Woods

Mark Deschenes

Jacob Pitts

William Staples

Stephen Mathis Jr.

Jake Kenny

15 YEARS

James Hickox

Anthony Randall

James Moniz

Arthur Thienel

30 YEARS

James Ogden

David Combs

Frank McShane

Jenny Haught

Debra Metcalf
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Zenaida Silvers

HEAVY
LIFTING
FOR A.C. SCOTT ELECTRIC
Over 1,000 feet of galvanized pipe. That’s what A.C. Scott
Electric needed for a new prefabricated building being installed
at the Educational Testing Services location in Ewing, New
Jersey. Once CES Lawrenceville Branch Manager Bill Scannon
and his team heard that, they knew they were about to start
one of the largest projects in their branch’s short history.
Scannon has a long-standing relationship with A.C. Scott
Electric that dates back long before he started at CES.
Between that connection, the branch’s proximity to the
jobsite, and a history of high-quality service from the CES
Lawrenceville team, A.C. Scott Electric’s decision to work
with CES was not out of nowhere.
“We worked with them before, and they were impressed by
my team’s dedicated service and attention to detail,” said
Scannon. “All of the credit has to go to my guys here.”
While choosing CES Lawrenceville for the project was not
shocking, the project itself could be considered just that as
1,000 feet of galvanized pipe is no small ask.
“A.C. Scott is installing three 600-kilowatt generators that
will feed the Educational Testing Services building. They are
about the size of a small tractor,” said Scannon. “It’s required
a huge team effort. My team has pulled orders, picked them
up, and delivered them at 7 a.m. every day.”

And that’s just a regular day. Some days have provided
unique challenges, and CES Lawrenceville has gone above
and beyond to overcome them all, no matter what it takes.
“Recently, they needed 100 feet of three-and-a-half-inch
galvanized pipe. We don’t stock pipe that large at our branch,
so we drove to Philly, picked it up, and had it back by 3:30
p.m.,” said Scannon. “It was delivered to the jobsite by 7 a.m.
the next morning.”
That sort of dedication goes a long way, especially during
this time. The unfortunate reality is that many places have
their hands tied right now based on state regulations and
guidelines. But CES Lawrenceville is doing everything they
can to help essential businesses and job sites keep moving
forward. The reputation that CES Lawrenceville has as a
supplier that essential businesses can trust is starting to
catch on. Scannon praises nobody but his team and their
hard work as the reason why.
“I couldn’t do it without Operations Manager Dave
Donahue, Kevin Sullivan from counter sales, and our
driver, Andy Grullon,” said Scannon. “My guys aren’t
just dedicated to getting a job done. They’re dedicated
to following through, crossing the t’s and dotting the i’s.
They care about making sure everything is always correct,
and it shows.”
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

RENEWABLE
ENERGY
YOU CAN
RELY ON
FROM THE
SUPPLIER
YOU
ALREADY
TRUST

SUPPORT YOUR RESIDENTIAL SCALE RENEWABLES BUSINESS TODAY.

RES-SALES@CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
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GET UTILITY-SCALE
PROJECT SUPPORT
FROM THE EXPERTS.

Working with the Renewable Energies division gave
us instant credibility. Mark Wilkerson and Rob Smith
brought a level of professionalism and expertise that
not only started the discussion on significant solar DC
equipment sales — modules, racks, inverters, and
more — but it opened the order book for immediate
thousands of dollars in non-solar sales. It was like
having an extra teammate. The customer couldn’t
speak highly enough about the service they received.
The solar industry speaks their own language and
has their own unique challenges. I quickly found out
that if I wanted to grow my renewable business and
help my customers, I was going to need a team of
experts. Luckily, we already had that team here with
Renewable Energy Services.
– CES Rockledge Branch Manager
Thomas Daberko
With our team at the Renewable Energies division,
there’s nothing that’s outside of our comfort zone.
From building timelines and packages to answering
questions, they’re so heavily involved in the process
that working with them is a huge plus for our
customers and our branches. Today, I go after solar
with confidence because they’re behind me every
step of the way.

- Colorado Springs Branch Manager
Mike Mosketti

UTILITYRENEWABLESALES
@CITYELECTRICSUPPLY.COM
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ROME,
GEORGIA
- FLOYD MEDICAL CENTER
On April 6, 2020, Tamlite Lighting and CES answered the call
to outfit a temporary hospital at the Floyd Medical Center in
Rome, Georgia. In order to serve a surge in COVID-19 patients,
the Medical Center converted a parking garage into a 19-bed
emergency facility. To meet proper lighting requirements,
170 8-foot strip lights were installed. The SLWLEDT8-D4-DE,
offering even light distribution, was the perfect fixture for this
application.

WELCOMING MR. ELECTRIC
TO THE CES FAMILY

Photos Courtesy of Mr. Electric

When Mr. Electric became national partners with City Electric
Supply, it marked a very special moment for Branch Manager
Frank Shortt.

We appreciate the hard work and commitment of David
Combs and Steven Hopper of the Rome, GA branch.

“I was already good friends with Eric and Alan, the owners of
Mr. Electric of Lutz, before we nationally partnered with them.
From the moment we first met about a year ago and started
working together, we just hit it off. We even heard about the
national partnership together, so it was just a nice moment to
share with them and see their reaction. Everyone was really
excited at the chance to work together even more than we
already did, myself included.”
To help celebrate the national partnership, Shortt decided
to hold a TAMCO counter day to introduce them to all of the
product lines City Electric Supply carries and just welcome
them into the CES Family. Kyle Rose from TAMCO helped lead
the counter day, showcasing Tamlite, RPP, and F4P.

EMERGENCIES
HAPPEN

“Even though we wanted to introduce them to everything that
TAMCO offers, it still felt less like a work event and more like a
group of friends meeting up,” Shortt said.

Help your customers stay prepared.
Stock up on emergency supplies today.

Mr. Electric took advantage of the counter day and the new
discounts being offered to them, purchasing some truck stock,
materials for service calls that week, and products from Klein
Tools and F4P. Some Mr. Electric employees even managed
to gather some lighting and controls quotes while networking
with other contractors.

Everything from...

Batteries

Portable Lights

Extension Cords

www.TAMCOGROUP.com
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Flashlights

“It opened them up to even more opportunities to shop
with us on brands they may not have looked at before. The
better pricing, the better discounts, it got them interested in
shopping Milwuakee, Klein Tools, and the family of TAMCO
products. And it let us introduce them to other vendors as
well, like Generac,” Shortt said. “Now they’re working on all
types of transfer switches, which is something they hadn’t
had the chance to work on before.”

Although Shortt and the Mr. Electric group were already
close, the national partnership meant that finally nothing was
off the table. The Land O’ Lakes branch could open them
up to everything that CES offers, giving them an even more
competitive edge over other suppliers in the area.
“The new partnership with Mr. Electric lets us take the type
of service we could provide to another level entirely. At the
counter day, they had the chance to network out to other
contractors, meet more vendor reps, get more contacts, and
just learn about everything we can do for them. Now, they
go through us for big stock orders from WB1. Before the
partnership, I don’t think we’d have had that chance. That
learning experience was huge for them.”
But it wasn’t strictly business to Shortt and his branch. Mr.
Electric and CES Land O’ Lakes looked out for one another,
sending customers and jobs each other’s way when they
could.
“Just like any friends would, we supported each other through
hard times. When the pandemic happened, we slowed down
some, but the group at Mr. Electric was right there to help pick
us up. They helped us get more business, got our name out
there, and we were doing the same for them.”
And it’s that sort of relationship that originally got Mr. Electric
of Lutz excited to work with City Electric Supply. Even though
they’ve only been working together over the past year, CES
branches have already made a huge impact and defined the
experience that Mr. Electric expects when they visit a supplier.
“Any time Eric and Alan talk about City Electric Supply,
they always mention how our service is second to none.
Any branch they go to, they know that they’re going to deal
with people who want to help them,” Shortt said. “The thing
is, it doesn’t matter the location, who you are, or whether
or not you’re a national partner, you’re always going to be
treated like you’re a part of the CES Family.”
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COMMUNITY

“I have never seen people so grateful for masks,” said Bill.
“When I arrived to drop some off at the Advent Hospital in
Orange City, they ran up to me to thank me.”
The CES team knows their contribution only made a small
dent, but they also know every bit is important.

The branch managers were motivated by love for their
customers and community.
“We wanted to lend a helping hand and give back to a
community that continuously gives to us,” said Bill.
And their mission is far from over.

“You help people who help you,” said Bill. “The heroes in our
community who help us out on a daily basis need our help
right now. Purchasing these masks and helping them was
worth every penny.”
Along with doing everything they can to support local heroes,
the team is also passionate about doing everything they can
for their customers.

A MISSION

“Earlier last week, I called every single one of our customers
to check on them and see if there was any way we could help,”
said Bill. “They are all family, and I love showing them how
CES cares the way we do.”

HOW YOU
CAN HELP

“There are still people out there that need our help. This
is a time to come together and help each other,” said Bill.
They are just getting started, but they know this is a fight
everyone is in together.
“I want to help others, and I know many people who will
help me,” said Bill. “I am just a regular guy, but I can still
help and serve.”

If you want to see what you can do to help, please reach out to CES Cares.
We have a few resources available to help you get started today!

FOR MASKS

With the spread of the coronavirus, there has been an
increased need for protective masks. As supplies struggle to
meet demands and many have been forced to reuse masks
or go without them entirely, several City Electric Supply
employees wanted to do something to help.
“I knew I needed to do something,” said Bill Kelton. “When one
of our largest customers asked for masks, I called a vendor
who told me it would be four to six months before they would
have them in stock, so I began calling other branches.”
Bill was able to provide several masks for his customer, but it
made him think of other people in need of masks.
“I knew I needed to buy them to help out my community and
customers,” said Bill. “I wanted to involve other branches, and
that is when I reached out to Fred Cantres.”
Cantres worked with Bill to reach out to nearby branches, and
six of them ended up participating.
“When Bill called, I immediately said yes,” said Cantres. “I have
a few friends in the medical field, so I really wanted to do what I
could to help.”
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Cantres and Bill worked with Deland Branch Manager Kristine
Reeder, Port Orange Branch Manager David Moyer Jr., and
Sanford Branch Manager Harry Moscoso Jr. to purchase
masks for people in their communities.
“It feels good to help anybody in the community. My daughter
is a nurse, so being able to help felt great,” said Reeder.
Together, they were able to find 10 boxes with 50 masks. With
everyone’s help, they were able to donate masks to 10 different
local hospitals, police departments, and fire departments.
“It was nice to be in a position to help local hospitals with mask
donations. It was nice to be able to help in a time of need,”
said Moscoso Jr.

IT WAS NICE TO BE IN A POSITION TO HELP LOCAL HOSPITALS WITH
MASK DONATIONS. IT WAS NICE TO BE ABLE TO HELP IN A TIME OF NEED.

The branch managers were touched by how grateful the
recipients were to receive the masks.
“It felt great to help out and give to the first responders at Port
Orange Fire Department. It was nice seeing how grateful they
were even though we were just trying to help where we could,”
said Moyer Jr.
Bill was surprised by the excitement of the hospital workers
who received his mask donations.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

BREAKING
GROUND:
CES CHANDLER

& TEMPE’S BILLIONDOLLAR DEVELOPMENT
Pier 202 will stand 30 stories tall. It will have a sky bridge connecting two high-rise, mixed-use
buildings. It’ll feature ground-level retail, fine dining, and Class A offices. And above it all, in the
scenic, walkable, waterfront district of Tempe Town Lake, there will be apartments with floor-toceiling glass windows in Tempe’s largest high-rises. It’s one of the biggest developments to
ever hit Tempe, and CES Chandler is helping to supply it.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

“WHAT ONE MAN CAN DO, SO CAN ANOTHER.”
For G4 Electric, this marks a huge opportunity for the familyowned business. Being able to work on one of the largest
developments in Tempe means that they’ll have a chance
to secure more development jobs, especially with all the
residential and mixed-use construction popping up so close
to Pier 202.
However, at the end of the day, John Gosney Jr. and his son
John III, the owners of G4 Electric, are just excited to take on
this new opportunity.
“It’s not easy running an electrical construction company,”
Gosney Jr. said. “Being able to work on Pier 202, it brings a
lot of validation to all of our hard work over the years. It shows
that someone is recognizing what we’re doing, and we’re
happy that Scotty introduced us to Mr. Fransway and helped
us get the ball rolling.”

“There’s nothing like this in Tempe. Nothing even close,”
said Outside Sales Representative Scotty Evans. “It’ll be
the highest-standing building in the city.”
Evans isn’t just the one who worked with the Developer
Mr. Rob Fransway to secure the project for CES Chandler.
He’s also the one helping put together all of the proposals
and quotes. He even helped connect Mr. Farnsway with G4
Electric, the electrical contractor responsible for the entire
electrical side of the development.
So far, Evans has submitted proposals for the gear and
transformers. Soon, more quotes will be on the way with
everything from the wire to even the solar panels that will be
installed on the roof. As of now, a lot of manufacturers close
to City Electric Supply are already involved in putting different
parts of the project together, including CME Wire, Siemens,
Centaur, and TAMCO.
Today, Scotty says he’s working very closely with the
developer to help make this massive project a reality for the
city and community that heavily supports it.
“I’m usually out there at least once or twice a week to keep
tabs on the development and see if there’s anything I can help
with. The underground garage is making progress, the support
is all there, so it won’t be long before they start going vertical.”

“Right now, we’re still putting together a lot of the quotes and
proposals,” Evans said, “but we’re making some headway.
Siemens is going to be used for the gear. It’s still a working
progress on a lot of fronts, but as construction continues and
they start going vertical, it’s going to move fast.”
And it’s easy to say that Tempe is ready for it to come to life.
Tempe Town Lake has been a huge investment opportunity for
developers. It’s brought in nearly 40,000 jobs since 2000, and
it’s expected to bring even more.
“Beneath the apartments will be several shops and a restaurant
accessible on the ground level. It will also add more luxury
living spaces for a growing city. A lot of people already visit
Town Lake, this will just bring even more people to the area.
In a couple years, when Pier 202 is finally wrapped up, it’s
going to be a really great development for Tempe.”
For Evans, one of the most rewarding parts of securing the
Pier 202 development hasn’t been his heavy involvement in
supplying the project, but rather the history he has with G4
Electric and how he was able to connect them with this project.
“G4 Electric and I go back,” Evans said. “Since we first met
in 2016, we’ve worked together quite a bit. They’re just good,
family-minded people who do what they say they’re going to
do. All I did was introduce them to Mr. Fransway, and they
handled the rest.”

“This will be the first job of its kind for us, but I’ve always
been a firm believer in this: what one man can do, so can
another. We’re just going to take it one day at a time, and
soon, we’ll be looking back at the tallest towers in Tempe.”
But before they can look back, G4 Electric is eager to
look ahead and get started on this massive project.
“On a job like this, you have to be ready to act and react
quickly. We like to be proactive, but it’s a pretty fluid project.
Everything looks perfect on paper, but as soon as you
go 3D with it, you have to be a little more flexible. We’re
working right alongside the surveyor, the pool contractor,
energy management, and utilities. Anything can change on
any given day, but you just have to adapt.”

In addition to the usual day-to-day changes that can happen
on a job site, Gosney is also looking forward to even more
challenges that can come from working on two buildings that
are predominately concrete and rebar.
“This development is a little tricky,” he said. “It’s all concrete:
concrete floors, concrete ceilings. When you’re doing electrical
work and you’re working right alongside the guys pouring
concrete and going floor by floor, you have to be pretty close
to exact. We’re right there with the surveyors who are marking
where we need to run conduit, pipes, lighting boxes, floor
boxes, and bus duct. You don’t have as much flexibility to
rework something if it’s not right.”
But even though this is proving to be quite the challenge,
Gosney and his G4 Electric team is looking forward to what lies
ahead and the many more opportunities that could come from
their close relationship with CES Chandler.
“I’ve been in the business for 45 years and worked with just
about every wholesaler that’s out there. I don’t know that I’ve
ever had a relationship quite like the one we have with Scotty
and City Electric Supply. CES Chandler has one great group
of guys. We have a lot of trust in one another especially on a
large project like this. They’re our main supplier for a reason.”
As for Pier 202, this groundbreaking development is going to
mark an important point in the history of Tempe Town Lake.
“Of course, it’s still a work in progress on a lot of fronts,
but it’s all coming together,” said Evans. “It’s just great to
be a part of this and to have a helping hand in it. Tempe
is ready to have Pier 202 completed, and the community
couldn’t be more excited for what it will bring to the city.”

There’s nothing like this in Tempe.
Nothing even close. It’ll be the
highest-standing building in the city.

IT’S ALL UP FROM HERE
Once Pier 202 goes vertical, it’s going to be a huge relief. It’s
been a long time coming ever since its original proposal for
a different development was approved all the way back in
2007. However, with the recession and several setbacks, it
never reached construction. For nearly a decade, pits from the
job site remained, even though roads and streetlights were
already finished. Now with Mr. Fransway and Springbrook
Development behind the project, it’s moving pretty quickly.
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For G4 Electric, this could lead to many opportunities for
them down the road, almost literally, as more and more
developments begin construction in the surrounding area.
“I can’t wait to watch them grow like they’ve never grown
before,” Evans said. “Once they’re done with Pier 202 and
they have this project under their belt, G4 Electric is going
to be a powerhouse. No one will be able to touch them.”
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COMMUNITY

WORKING
FOR
OUT CHARITY
The app she’s talking about is Aaptiv, which is rated the #1
audio fitness app and is also free to City Electric Supply
employees. The app provides running training programs,
high-intensity interval training, playlists, customizable
workouts, in-app progress tracking, Google Fit integration,
and unlimited access to hundreds of fitness classes.
The best part? For every hour City Electric Supply employees
use the app, CES donates 50 cents to the charity of your
choice through their Cash for Hearts program. In one month,
Hudson raised $57.
Since she was young, Hudson has suffered from depression,
and with the quarantine, she feared falling into a bad cycle.
That’s when she decided to dedicate herself to working out
with the app.
“I needed to keep myself busy because I didn’t want to fall
back into my depression cycle. I needed to do something,”
she said. “Working out has helped me sleep better and feel
confident about myself. I feel better, I feel stronger, and my
headspace is a lot better,” she said.
Hudson has also enjoyed the extra family time.

Brittany and her husband
“Never in my life did I think I’d get called out for the amount
of working out I do,” said Brittany Hudson, a City Electric
Supply Lighting Specialist. “It’s been a huge argument
between my husband and me because he’s always wanted
me to do workouts with him, and I have refused for our
entire relationship up until three or four months ago when
we started using the app to work out together.”

“I enjoy getting to do something with my family. My daughter
does it with us too — well, she thinks she’s doing it,” laughed
Hudson. “We’re on a 38-day streak right now, which will
probably only break if I get sick.”
“Which is less likely now that you’re using the app!” added
CES Cares Social Impact Manager Karen Gray.
“Even though I’m back in the office now, it’s still something
I strive and push to do,” said Hudson. “It’s setting a good
example for my kid, and it’s made me feel better. It’s made
life better, too. It’s something my husband and I can do
together, and I have more energy.”

If you’re a CES employee who wants to join Hudson in working out with Aaptiv and raising money
for your favorite organizations, just visit Benefits.CityElectricSupply.com/Fitness to get started.
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EMPTY
LOT
TO 30-STORY BUILDING
What was most recently an empty lot in the heart of downtown Denver is soon to be a prestigious 30-story office building
complete with a terrace, a fitness center, and three levels of underground parking offering nearly 1,000 spots. They call it
Block 162, and City Electric Supply Denver South calls it an unbelievable opportunity.

“I would say this is the biggest project CES Denver South has
gotten to work on,” said District Manager Randall Birely. “It’s
30 stories of Class A office space in the heart of downtown —
right in the middle of it.”

Besides hard-to-find products, CES Denver South is equipped
with a young but knowledgeable staff that is eager to do
the best they can on this exciting project and overcome any
obstacle that might arise.

City Electric Supply was initially brought in to source materials
for the project in November 2018 through a connection with
one of their customers, Bergelectric, a national contractor.

“The biggest challenge we’ve faced has been scheduling,
making sure we can get things to them in the window of time
they are available,” said Birely. “The guys at the branch have
learned and gotten really good at it. They know how to stick to
deadlines and work with guidelines.”

“We stood out because we were able to supply hard-to-source
products,” said Birely. “But our service definitely stood out as
well. People know we can get them what they need when they
need it, which is huge.”
While City Electric Supply brings a lot to the table, they stood
out on this project specifically for their ability to supply very
lightweight aluminum conduit.

The project has proved to be a big one for CES Denver South,
but not so big that they can’t handle it.
“The entire project has been pretty challenging, but we’ve
never questioned our ability to do the job,” said Birely.
This is a big project and hopefully one that will lead to more.

“We were initially brought in to supply conduit, and we
were excited to be able to provide aluminum EMT, which
is very easy to use and install. Not everyone can supply it,
but it’s a big labor-saver for the guys on the site,” said Birely.
“We hope to win more work and quotes in the future.
We have a lot to offer.”

“This has been an exciting project, and we are excited to see
what other opportunities open up because of it,” said Birely.
For more information about this project,
visit www.block162.com.
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CES MARINE
DIVISION:
NO PROJECT TOO BIG
OR TOO SMALL
Global trade and the supply chain as a whole both rely
heavily on maritime shipping to transport goods all around
the world. And when vessels make it to port after a long
voyage, they need to rely on suppliers to stock up on
shipboard consumables and spares, including motor control
parts, wires, cable, circuit protection, conduit, and more.
At the CES Marine Division, we have over 35 years of
experience doing just that. We operate as an efficient maritime
supply chain for shipping companies, marine terminals, cruise
lines, and port cities. Whether onshore or offshore, we are
dedicated to supplying everything from consumables and ship
spares to materials for terminal upgrades. When you work with
us, no order is too small, no project is too complex, and no
part is too hard to find.

WE HAVE A LOCAL PRESENCE FROM COAST
TO COAST & PORT TO PORT.
With over 500+ branches across the U.S. and 1000+ branches
globally, it’s safe to say that wherever you need us to be, we’re
already there. At the CES Marine Division, having local branch
support isn’t just a statement, it’s how we operate.

IF WE CAN QUOTE IT, WE CAN SUPPLY IT.
From reefer expansion and repair to terminal upgrades and
vessel supplies, nothing is out of our reach. If you need it on
your vessel or in your terminal, our global footprint is proof
we’re the ones who can get it.
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WE’VE EARNED THE REPUTATION AS
A GO-TO EMERGENCY SUPPLIER.
Known as the go-to emergency supplier in the marine industry,
we turn over all quotations within 24 hours and our global
network allows us to meet you wherever you’re going to be.
After all, when you need something quickly, it only makes
sense to go with a supplier that’s already there.

WE SUPPLY MORE THAN JUST ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES.
With a global distribution network at our disposal, the
CES Marine Division can source whatever you need from
PPE gear and motor controls to cleaning materials and
everyday commodities.

NEED US TO SOURCE A HARD-TO-FIND PART?
NO PROBLEM.
We have a strong background in the worldwide procurement
of international products, which has earned us a reputation
as a one-stop shop and the marine distributor of choice.

1000+ BRANCHES WORLDWIDE. 500+ BRANCHES
ACROSS THE U.S.
Whether you’re stateside or overseas, you’re never outside
of our service range thanks to our global infrastructure and
fast procurement process.

WE CUSTOMIZE OUR SERVICES TO YOU.
You don’t have time to wait on us, which is why we offer fully
customized services to help job sites, shipping lines, and ports
all over the world reduce downtime and continue moving. With
us, you’ll get exactly what you need with nothing you don’t.

ALMOST FOUR DECADES OF EXPERIENCE
WORKING WITH PORT AUTHORITIES.
We have experience navigating the restrictions you deal
with every day. The world-class service we provide is always
in accordance with the laws of our world-class maritime
infrastructure.

WE WORK WITH INDUSTRY-LEADING
VENDORS & MANUFACTURERS.
Every ship is different depending on where it’s built, which
is why we have a one-on-one relationship with some of the
biggest manufacturers and vendors in this space. From
3M and GE Motors to Hyundai Heavy Duty, we have global
partnerships that allow us to serve all types of class vessels
across both trading and leisure industries.
Whether it’s a foreign-built vessel or domestic machinery,
there’s nothing outside of our service range. Not to mention,
with these partnerships, we can source specialty items that
might be hard for other distributors to locate.

WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE THE
CES MARINE DIVISION TO HELP YOU
With nearly four decades in the maritime supply industry,
we’ve built relationships from the ground up with all of
our clients and industry-leading manufacturers. From this
experience, we understand better than most the competitive
nature of the commercial and offshore shipping industries.
Time is too valuable to waste without one of the most
dependable, reliable, and trusted suppliers working at
your side.
At the CES Marine Division, we tailor our service to you, and
we deliver on a wide range of products that extend beyond
electrical. And, with 500+ branches nationwide and 1000+
locations globally, we’re able to work hand-in-hand with our
branch network and meet you at your next port, wherever that
may be.

So, no matter what you need or when and where you
need it, if we can quote it, the CES Marine Division
can supply it. For a dedicated marine supplier,
contact us directly at 732-515-3004, or reach out
to us at Marine.Sales@CityElectricSupply.com.
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NEWS & EVENTS

EVEN SMALLTOWN CHARM
IS BIGGER
IN TEXAS
Just a few short years ago, McKinney, Texas, was ranked
the #1 Best Place to Live in America. Fast forward to today,
and McKinney is home to an active cultural arts district and
a historic downtown square that’s complete with live music,
wineries, and a small-town charm that’s hard to come by, just
30 minutes from Dallas.
Add in the nearby headquarters of major employers like
Toyota, Frito Lay, and Raytheon Space and Airborne Systems,
and you have all the features of a very busy commercial and
residential marketplace, and the perfect spot for a new City
Electric Supply branch and a young team that’s hungry for
success.
“When I first started, I didn’t know a single thing about the
industry.” That’s CES McKinney Branch Manager Zach Litchen,
and he stepped foot into his first CES branch just three years
ago. “Honestly, I couldn’t tell you the difference between a
switch and an outlet. But I learned, and with some amazing
teachers, I picked things up pretty quick.”
Although you might not expect to hear that from a new branch
manager, Litchen is only 25, and he’s come a very long way
since he first started just a few years ago at the CES branch in
Denton, another Dallas suburb.
“Saul Leyva and Tyler Vandiver at CES Denton hired me as
a Counter Rep and taught me everything electrical,” he said.
“I also had the chance to ask other branch managers around
here a bunch of questions. Talking with them and taking just
about every course I could in CES University really taught me
everything I needed to get to this point.”
Now, Litchen and his team are more than ready to make
a positive impact in the area.
“Besides the branch, what makes us even more unique has to
be how young and hungry the team is,” said Litchen. “Tanner
Neill is the Outside Sales Rep and he’s from the Dallas area,
just like me, and he can talk to anyone. Tanner’s dad has been
an electrician in the DFW area his whole life, so he brings a lot
of contacts with him and knows a lot of people. The fact that he
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is very much a face-to-face type of person and very easy
to talk to, I’m 100% confident he’s going to do a great job.”
“Then, we also have Coby Aaron, who’s our Warehouse
Associate and Driver,” Litchen continued. “He’s a really smart
guy and brings most of the experience to the team. For 10
years he worked in quality control for a wire distributor, and
he was just ready for a change. With how well he handles
inventory and how well he pays attention to even the smallest
details, I think he’ll be a great Operations Manager one day.”

GABRIEL JOHN DILORIO
December 20, 2019
Parent: Stephanie DiIorio
Branch: Accounts Receivable Dept

HENRY GERALD JUDGE
June 4, 2020
Parents: Katrina Judge
Branch: Accounts Receivable Dept

HENSLEY CLAIRE GUARDADO
February 11, 2020
Parents: Arquinson & Courtney Guardado
Branch: CES Myrtle Beach

OLIVVANDRA KAI BOWLING
April 7, 2020
Grandparent: Dennis Wells
Branch: CES Commerce City

OWEN HUNTER CROSS
March 23, 2020
Grandparents: Chris & Mandi Daughtery
Branch: CES Liberty

RADLEY KNOX BRYARS
January 23, 2020
Parents: Bradley Bryars
Branch: CES Mobile Central

Every day, Litchen is reminded why he enjoys working at City
Electric Supply.
“Just the people here at CES, all my coworkers in the DFW
branches, the feeling of owning your own company and
making your own decisions, the loyalty of recognizing and
rewarding hard work, I could keep going on and on, but you
don’t find all of this at too many places.”
With so much already behind him and the branch, Litchen
is eagerly looking forward to seeing all of the ways that CES
McKinney will be successful.
“I’ve thought about this a lot, but I think what’s going
to make this branch successful is the location and the
positive culture. We’re the northernmost branch out of the
DFW group, so we can cast a pretty wide net and really go
out and chase customers. With McKinney being one of the
fastest-growing cities in America, we should be a pretty
popular double book capital as well. And then of course
there’s the team. We all go out of our way to provide A+
service. Any time a customer comes in, that’s going to be
the standard experience they get. Nothing but our best.”

REQUEST A ONESIE
& SUBMIT A PICTURE!
To order a CES onesie,
send your information to
HR@cityelectricsupply.com

ROMAN JABEZ CUMMINGS
January 21, 2020
Parents: Jabez Cummings
Branch: CES Oklahoma City West

SILER WALTON
April 22, 2020
Parents: Matt Walton
Branch: CES Wake Forest University
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WEAR RED
FRIDAY
IN THE SPOTLIGHT

The Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) asked all
Canadians to wear RED on Friday, April 24, 2020, in support
of the Nova Scotia mass shooting which took the lives of
many, including one of their own.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, families with victims of
this tragic event were unable to suitably hold funerals,
so instead they asked Canadians to unite and mourn
together by wearing RED.

At CES, we wore red to show our support along with many
others in this national movement in honor of the victims.
Even today, our hearts still go out to the families affected
by such a devastating event.

MASKS
FOR
GUARDIANS

When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, Branch Manager
Benjamin Davis and his wife, Jamie Davis, did everything they
could to make sure the smallest voices continued to be heard.
In this case, it was for the volunteers who advocate for children
as they go through foster care in North Carolina.
“Benjamin has always taken advantage of the philanthropy
efforts of CES,” Jamie Davis said. “So when he said that he
wanted to donate masks to the GAL volunteers, I supported it
100%.”
Guardian ad Litem (GAL) is a volunteer program in North
Carolina that pairs a trained volunteer with a child placed
in foster care due to abuse or neglect. Not only do GAL
volunteers serve as an important voice for the child in a
courtroom, but they also advocate for the child’s best
interests in their foster home.
“The state could only give two masks per employee, which
unfortunately wasn’t enough,” said Jamie, who
is a program assistant for GAL. “Fortunately, Benjamin
knew exactly how he could help our volunteers.”
“Every year, we usually hold a huge counter day,” Benjamin
said, “but with everything happening, I suggested to my district
manager, Douglas Wells, that we do something else instead:
order masks through our district, and then donate them to the
GAL program.”
In the end, Benjamin donated 100 masks to the GAL program
and their volunteers, urging them to contact him as soon as
they needed more. And because his wife, Jamie, already
worked directly with a lot of these volunteers, he passed them
over to her to safely distribute them to those who needed
masks the most.
Words almost can’t describe how critical these masks were.
Volunteers work closely with children in the foster homes
to see what they need and to make sure they have what
they want.
“Already these volunteers donate a lot of time and money and
effort into advocating for these children’s best interests. Now,
all that time they would’ve spent searching for masks went
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Benjamin Davis and his wife, Jamie Davis

BENJAMIN HAS ALWAYS TAKEN
ADVANTAGE OF THE PHILANTHROPY
EFFORTS OF CES, SO WHEN HE SAID
THAT HE WANTED TO DONATE
MASKS TO THE GAL VOLUNTEERS,
I SUPPORTED IT 100%.
right back into helping the children placed in foster care,”
Jamie said. “Being able to remove at least one worry from
the minds of our volunteers during such a difficult
time made a huge impact on what we do.”
For Benjamin and his branch, this was just the first step in
helping those in his community and even North Carolina as
a whole.
“Everyone at the Lexington branch heavily supported
this,” he said. “It started with just 100 masks for GAL, but
now we’re all working together to try and find other local
ministries that need the help. We’re just fortunate that
we’re in this position to help others. If someone is in need,
me and everyone at CES Lexington are going to help in any
way we can.”
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incredible dream homes,” he said. “You’d think because so
much of what we do is through donations that it wouldn’t be
the best quality items or materials, but it actually has been.
These donations let us build houses that are showstoppers!”

ST. JUDE
DREAM HOME:
A HOME BUILT ON HOPE

“It’s hard to say no to St. Jude,” said Branch Manager Shawn
Odom from CES Waxhaw in North Carolina. “We help just
about every year, and because this year’s St. Jude Dream
Home is being built right here in Waxhaw, it’s a little bit more
special to all of us.”
When Shawn first got involved, he was just happy to help St.
Jude’s mission. After several years and nearly half a dozen
dream homes later, he looks forward to the time of year when
Todd Gordon from Gordon Brothers Electrical Service stops by
the branch to pick up electrical supplies for the home.
“Any time Todd comes in for the St. Jude Dream Home, he
knows he’s going to get everything free of charge,” Shawn
said. “Whatever he needs, we donate it. And every year, the
guys at the branch are always excited to see what they can
do to help, whether it’s pulling orders or delivering them.
It’s always nice to know that what we do is directly helping
people’s lives for the better.”
This year marks the seventh St. Jude Dream Home in
Charlotte, North Carolina. And although St. Jude has
been around since 1962, the Dream Home Giveaway only
started back in 1991 in Shreveport, Louisiana. Since then,
it’s expanded to over 20 states and more than 40 cities
across the U.S.
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Jessica Fisher, Regional Managing Director for St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital, is always appreciative of the
support given by the communities and local businesses
like CES Waxhaw.
“There is nothing quite like it,” she said. “We get to work
with some of the best builders, amazing media partners,
trade vendors, and volunteers in the area. We get to see
entire communities come together in support of the St. Jude
mission. It’s a combination of all of these people in their
different lines of work that are coming together for the same
cause and building this home, which is more than just a
house. There’s so much passion that is poured into it; it’s
really a labor love every single year.”
Dream Home Builder Jeff Newton, who has built almost every
Dream Home in the Charlotte area for the past six years,
shared similar feelings about why he got involved and how
meaningful it is to be a part of it each and every year.
“Since day one, I’ve had the opportunity to see people and
businesses do great things, like City Electric Supply and all
the volunteers who work with us to make this possible. The
community involvement has been among the most satisfying
parts. We rely almost entirely on donations and sponsors
and volunteers, and every year we get the chance to build

And even though the homes are showstoppers when they’re
finished, they’re even more beautiful in progress. As a
fundraiser for St. Jude, kids from local elementary schools
sell 2x4s to their community that will eventually help build the
home. They then get to write messages on them for St. Jude
families. Before the drywall is installed, the inside of the home
holds up countless words of hope, strength, and resilience
written on its studs and beams, which serve as a constant
reminder to Jeff and his team about the important mission
at hand.
“It’s always a very successful fundraiser, and it’s something
that is humbling to see during the building process,” Newton
said. “In this home, the kids at Stanfield Elementary signed
most of them. It’s just such a powerful thing to see that it’s
even been picked up by many other builders around the
country to help them with their fundraising and their efforts at
getting their communities involved.”
St. Jude Regional Managing Director Jessica Fisher agreed,
adding that the mission of St. Jude is always at the core of
these homes.
“It’s really so much more than just a simple fundraiser,” she
said. “Every part of this campaign is done with the patients and
their families in mind, and Jeff and all of our partners act and
give with that as the foundation. This helps to ensure that the
kids of St. Jude are receiving the best treatment at no cost to
their families.”
As for Branch Manager Shawn Odom, he’s looking forward to
the home being completed and to participate in all the events
and fundraisers that are held between now and the Dream
Home giveaway.

“Knowing that you helped with the Dream Home is always
humbling,” he said. “Attending the events, hearing the St.
Jude families tell their success stories and how communities
like ours are truly making a difference in their lives, it’s always
a special moment and just reminds you why you help every
single year.”
And this year is looking to be bigger than ever.
“We will sell 20,000 tickets this year at $100 a piece,” Jessica
Fisher said. “The goal this year is to raise $2 million for our
patients and their families to ensure they never receive a bill
for treatment, travel, housing, or food — so that all a family has
to worry about is helping their child live. Once all tickets are
reserved, we draw a winner and award the home to someone
in the community who purchased a ticket.”
“Since we’ve started, it’s been our biggest fundraiser in the
Charlotte area. This is only our seventh year, but when it’s
all said and done, we’ll have raised over $9 million. Every
year, more and more people get more and more excited. The
money we raise truly helps a lot of families, but it starts in these
communities. Without them, none of this would be possible.”
For Jeff Newton, he says that the St. Jude Dream Home
Giveaway has always given him hope, and he’s always
grateful just to be a part of it.
“One of the things that I’ve been blessed with has been all the
great people of Charlotte. People from every background are
represented in this campaign through their donations and their
support and their volunteer work. Everyone comes together for
this common good, and it gives me hope. Hope in helping kids
live and hope that it’s a model of what could be in our future.
As for Shawn Odom, he’s looking forward to staying
committed to St. Jude’s mission and knows that whatever
he can do year in and year out is just a small part of a much
bigger cause.
“What everyone does to help is important,” he said. “It
might just feel like a drop in the bucket, but with everyone
pitching in and helping provide what they can, it builds up
to something truly wonderful. It’s not just about building
a home for someone in the community, it’s about giving
back to the families and their children who are battling
something no one should have to deal with. It just feels
great to be a part of it and to help any way we can.”
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KEEPING US
CONNECTED:

HOW CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY
IS HELPING THE
TELECOM INDUSTRY
At a time like this, what’s more essential than the internet?
With millions of Americans working from home and many
more relying on minute-to-minute updates from their state and
federal government to keep them informed, a reliable wireless
infrastructure is more important now than ever before.
District Manager Don Corbett knows this better than most.
When essential businesses were being designated, his
network of branches were asked by customers in the
telecommunications industry if they’d be able to supply them
in the coming weeks and months.

BEING ABLE TO PROVIDE THIS
LEVEL OF SERVICE IN A TIME
LIKE THIS IS WHAT BEING AN
ESSENTIAL SUPPLIER IS ALL
ABOUT. OUR CUSTOMERS WANT
TO KNOW THAT THEY CAN DEPEND
ON US, AND WE’RE NEVER GOING
TO SAY WE CAN’T DO SOMETHING
FOR THEM IF IT’S POSSIBLE.

“Very early on, these customers that support the wireless and
telecom businesses were worried about getting the material
they needed to keep cell towers and other network structures
running,” Corbett said. “We assured them of our essential
status, and we were prepared to help them with anything on
a daily basis.”
From regular everyday maintenance to the construction of new
cell towers for AT&T, Verizon, and other network providers,
maintaining our constant connection to wireless networks is
not a simple task. A lot of towers are located in very remote
areas, so keeping as many necessary materials on hand is
crucial to saving time when it matters most.
“These cell towers are not in the most convenient places.
Some are on sides of mountains or way out in the country on
farms. Pretty much anywhere that is difficult to get to is where
you can expect to find some of our customers, so they have to
be prepared with very special equipment and material for any
situation,” he said. “That’s where we come in.”
To help supply these customers whenever they need it,
local branches like CES Gaffney in South Carolina and CES
Toccoa in Georgia are stocking very specialized products.
And word is getting around that City Electric Supply has the
support and the materials they need.
“Telecom business is jumping toward us,” Corbett said.
“Cable, distribution equipment, grounding and bonding
conductors, these aren’t things that every branch keeps on
hand. It’s a very specific set of products, but where we are,
it’s in demand right now because so many people are working
from home. Keeping specialized supplies like this stocked
is crucial for our partnership with essential businesses. They
need solutions fast, and we’re proud to give it to them.”

HOW WE CAN HELP YOU

Today, a lot changes by the second, and staying alert and
ready to help at a moment’s notice is part of the reason the
service at City Electric Supply is second to none.
“These customers don’t just work 9 to 5. If anything happens
in the middle of the night, we have to be prepared to help them
out. Some have even asked us about that specifically,” he said.
“This service is what makes us special. We stay ready because
our customers have to. It’s a challenge, but it’s what makes us
such an important partner to all types of essential businesses.”

City Electric Supply has a network of over 500+ branches
ready to help essential businesses. We provide both
curbside pickup and jobsite delivery in accordance with
COVID-19 guidelines, and we have teams all over the
U.S. ready to help in any way they can. At a time like this,
we are here to support our customers with whatever they
need, whenever they need it, wherever they need it to be.
Find a local branch today and see what we can do to
help supply your essential business.

City Electric Supply and its network of branches are no
strangers to providing excellent service. Now more than
ever, supplying essential businesses requires flexibility
and a committed team to get the job done.
“Right now, we’re either shipping directly to our customers
and their job sites, or we deliver it. Our drivers are often
up at 5 a.m. to make sure everything gets delivered.
We’ve had urgent orders get delivered all the way out to
Tennessee from nearby branches. Being able to provide
this level of service in a time like this is what being an
essential supplier is all about. Our customers want to know
that they can depend on us, and we’re never going to say
we can’t do something for them if it’s possible.”

F 4 P

A N S W E R S

C A L L

T O

expAND PPE
OFFERinG
Also Available:

Retail
Safe Guards
OR DE RING IN FOR M ATION :

RETAIL SHIELD-M | 0549-5163
RETAIL SHIELD-H | 0549-5166

COUNTER
CEILING

Disinfectant Spray
12.5oz

Disposable Face
Masks

OR DE RING IN FOR M ATION :

OR DE RING IN FOR M ATION :

DISINFECTANT SPRAY 12.5OZ

F4P MASK3PLY-50

0546-8508

0546-8178

www.F4P-USA.com
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For months, ever since the quarantine precautions went into
place, Edward couldn’t find a mask for his son, Brian. To keep
his family safe, he only ventured out when they needed food or
supplies. Every time, he’d look at every store that might keep
masks in stock, but he came up empty-handed.
“In the letter, he mentioned that he couldn’t take his son to his
doctor’s appointments without a mask, and he was just looking
for some face protection of any kind. After reading the letter,
we felt compelled to help him and his family,” Fred said.

“These masks made it possible for Brian to go out of the house
and see his doctor, which he couldn’t do before,” Edward said.
“Before the masks, we didn’t go out at all. But since then, Brian
has been to several doctor’s appointments. We’re still being
cautious and staying safe, but now there’s a little bit more
freedom for my son to go outside.”
It all started when Edward heard about the original story of
CES helping first responders.

So, Fred let Bill and Samuel Perez know, and they immediately
began to gather supplies for Edward and his family. In the end,
they were able to put together 100 masks and two large bottles
of hand sanitizer.

“I saw the story on the front page of the Sanford Herald, and
I saw how they were helping people,” he said. “I thought, all I
need is just one mask to help my son. I wasn’t worried about
myself. But one mask could help my son. They went above
and beyond to help us. I still can’t thank them enough.”

“He took the time to write the letter, so we wanted to do
everything we could to help,” Fred said. “You don’t need an
excuse to give back to someone who needs it. My mom always
told me to lend a helping hand. If I see someone who is down
and out and needs help and I’m able to do it, I am going to
reach out to see what I can do.”

The weeks and months leading up to that moment weren’t
easy for Edward and Brian. Because of Brian’s respiratory
issues, they had to stay at home as much as possible.
Fortunately, in the end, everything came together, and
Edward’s letter found the right people to help him get what he
needed when he needed it most.

I JUST HOPE EVERYONE KNOWS THAT YOU SHOULDN’T FEEL ASHAMED TO
ASK FOR HELP. IF YOU NEED HELP, KEEP REACHING OUT, YOU NEVER KNOW
WHO WILL BE THERE FOR YOU. AND IF YOU CAN HELP, KEEP DOING IT.
“This is what it’s all about,” said Bill Kelton. “Once Fred
received the letter, we got together to get those supplies
as soon as possible.”

MAKING A
DIFFERENCE

After everyone gathered the supplies, Fred made a 30-minute
drive that same evening to Sanford where Edward and his
family lived. Although he didn’t have the number to call them
ahead of time, he had the address from the letter.
“I was shocked,” Edward Rubacha said. “When I wrote the
letter, I wasn’t sure I would receive a response. But that
evening, Brian and I answered the door and there was Fred!
It was unbelievable. Brian was so excited, he just kept saying
‘Thank you, thank you!’ We were so grateful for what they did.”

100 MASKS AT A TIME

“To see the smile on their faces was enough for me,” Fred
said. “I got to meet Brian, Edward’s son, and I saw them
open the box of supplies together. They were very thankful.
Someone came through for them in their time of need, and
they just showed a lot of gratitude for that.”

After making the front page of the Sanford Herald for supplying
hundreds of masks to first responders, fire departments, and
hospitals, Altamonte Springs Branch Manager Fred Cantres,
Sanford Outside Sales Rep Bill Kelton, and Samuel Perez of
Sanford Warehouse and Counter Sales were getting ready to
help another kind of hero.

The masks meant more than just protection for Edward and
his family. Not only did it mean that things could start going
back to normal for the family, at least a little bit, but it also
meant that finally Brian could get in-person care instead of
working with the doctor over the phone to adjust medication
and dosages.
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“On May 1, shortly after the story appeared in the paper, I got
a letter from Edward Rubacha,” Fred said. “He’s a U.S Army
veteran, and in the letter, he told us that he was struggling
to get masks for his son, Brian, who is a person with Down
syndrome and has some respiratory issues. He said he just
needed some help of any kind.”

“It meant a lot that Fred came all the way to us. It wasn’t like
they said, ‘Come to us.’ He literally showed up at my door. We
spent some time after that just talking and getting to know one
another. He is like an extended part of the family now,” he said.
As for Fred, Bill, and Samuel, they just did what they would
want anyone else in their shoes to do: help people.
“Right now, there are a lot of people who need help. Be there
for them. Do not be afraid to lend a helping hand to them. It will
always come back to you,” Fred said.
Now, most of all, Edward is relieved, and he is looking forward
to returning the favor as soon as possible, whether it’s by
helping around a CES branch or by giving some of his time to
helping someone else.
“They didn’t need to do this, but they did. It was out of
the kindness of their heart. It’s something I’ll always
remember,” he reflected. “I just hope everyone knows
that you shouldn’t feel ashamed to ask for help. If you
need help, keep reaching out, you never know who will
be there for you. And if you can help, keep doing it.
For every person that doesn’t need help, there are two
people who do.”
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CES SETS THEIR SIGHTS
ON THE SCENIC CITY
Chattanooga is the fourth largest city in Tennessee and
nicknamed “Scenic City.” It is nestled between mountains and
known for hiking trails, kayak spots, and mountain bike routes.

TAMCO

“It is a blessing to work and raise a family in Chattanooga,”
said Branch Manager Bryan Newberry. “I couldn’t think of
anywhere else I would rather be. With the area’s growth
over the last few years, with the many new schools, health
facilities, and manufacturing plants, I know we are going to be
successful.”
Newberry has been with City Electric Supply for almost a year,
but he has extensive experience in the industry.
“I have been in the constriction, electrical, and automation field
for nearly 20 years, and I have several family members in the
same or a similar industry,” said Newberry.
Looking for a location was not an easy task for Newberry and
District Manager Kevin Feidler.
“We spent four months searching for a building that would
be in an ideal area,” said Newberry. “We worked diligently
together to land a great building.”
Once they found the perfect building, a general contractor was
hired, and renovations were quickly finished.
“We expected construction to take around three months, but
the general contractor exceeded our expectations and only
took four weeks,” said Newberry.

With electrical, automation, and mechanical contractors as well
as several engineering firms and training facilities in the area,
Newberry believes the branch will be a home to customers
of all different backgrounds.
“My team goes above and beyond to not only provide several
products but added value to everyone. It doesn’t matter if the
customer is a homeowner, a manufacturer, or a residential,
commercial, or industrial contractor.”
Newberry is excited to represent CES.
“What’s not to love about CES?” said Newberry. “The
management team supports my business decisions to grow
the branch. They are loyal and put their employees first, and
the upper management in the company regularly shows
interest in me and support for my goals.”

HELPS LOCAL HOSPITAL’S
FIGHT AGAINST COVID-19

The TAMCO Manufacturing/Fulfillment Center in Port St. Lucie,
Florida, recently came to the aid of its neighboring hospital,
Cleveland Clinic.
In order to handle the potential COVID-19 outbreak and patient
surge, the hospital ordered temporary facilities to house
patients. As there currently isn’t a need for additional beds, the
hospital needed a place to store the materials in case of future
outbreaks.

Local administrators reached out to Frank McShane, Co-VP
of TAMCO Group, for assistance in storing the materials.
McShane and his team were happy to help by providing
significant square footage in their warehouse to store materials,
including AC units, beds, tents, shelters, and flooring.

For Newberry, coming to CES was a no brainer.
After renovations, the branch team spent a few short months
building the showroom and warehouse, and stocking the store.
“Without the team I have beside me, we would not have been
able to open as soon as we have,” said Newberry.
As the branch began finishing touches, the best part was
flagging down their signage.
“While waiting on our signage to be installed on the outside of
the building, we noticed we had watched the sign company
drive by the store twice,” said Newberry. “Eventually our
salesman ran outside and flagged him down. The driver said
he kept looking for our signs and that is when our salesman
laughed and pointed to the back of his truck with our signage.”
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“I was speaking with another customer of CES when I was
looking for a change. I was looking to start my own business
but when I heard CES was looking to open another location
in the area, I immediately reached out to Kevin. After speaking
with him for 20 minutes, I knew I had found my place at CES.”

WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP OUR NEIGHBORS AND ARE THANKFUL THAT THESE
SUPPLIES HAVEN’T BEEN NEEDED. WE WILL CONTINUE TO WORK WITH AND
SUPPORT OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY.

Newberry already believes the branch is successful but knows
it is only going to become more successful with time.
“With the combined experience, customer relationships,
and passion we have in our roles, the branch is going to
grow into something special within CES, and I am very
excited I get to watch the growth.”
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REV
IT
UP:
THE MICHIGAN DISTRICT

GIVES AWAY AN ATV FOR
THE GENERAC BLITZ

When you think about it, an ATV and a generator aren’t all that
different. One’s made for dirt roads and rocky trails, the other’s
made for rocky times. And besides the noticeable differences
like four wheels vs. no wheels, they’re both designed to work in
the most demanding conditions.
So this past November, when the Michigan District earned a
chance for their first-ever Generac blitz on their own, they did
the only thing they knew how to do: they went big. The prize?
Any customer who purchased a Generac standby unit with a
battery or transfer switch earned an entry into a raffle for an
all-new ATV.
“This was the largest one-off prize we’d ever done,” District
Manager Brad Jenks said. “There was so much energy
involved, from our branches down to our customers. Even
from the very beginning, the response we saw was almost
immediate. The prize probably helped a little bit with that,
but it was also good timing with winter coming up, too.”
As the largest one-off prize to hit the Michigan branches — and
with winter closing in —customers did all they could to set up
homes with Generac, and it showed.
“From November 1 to December 31, we more than doubled
our sales,” Jenks said. “It never really fizzled. When it was all
said and done, we had over 40 qualified entries. Customers
were trying to qualify for an entry right up until the last days of
the promotion.”
As for the raffle itself, Jenks and CES Ann Arbor took extra
precautions to make it as fair as it could be, especially if the
customer turned out to be one of their own.
“My office is upstairs at the Ann Arbor branch, so we did
everything we could to make this as transparent as possible.
I mean it, no entries were placed in the freezer beforehand,”
he joked.
But as luck would have it, Jenks pulled out the name of
Brian Koepp, President of AF Smith, an Ann Arbor customer
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Prepare for
the next
power outage.

who they’ve been working hard to earn business with over
the past few months. He got to take home the ATV, but not
after a few jabs.
“It was nice to see him win the prize,” Jenks said. “Brian’s big
into motorsports, so he was definitely excited to have won.
When we told him he won, we also mentioned he might need
to get it out of our warehouse soon since the Ann Arbor branch
kept offering to test drive it in the parking lot. Thankfully, we
didn’t have to upgrade its condition to like-new by the time
he got it.”
With the jokes aside, Jenks and the other Michigan branches
look back on the Generac sale as proof of their hard work.
They earned every bit of the opportunity to even run the blitz,
“It was great to see us grow that partnership with Generac
and earn the status to be able to do something like this,”
he said. “We earned the opportunity. We had the chance to
create our own results, and everyone here took pride in that,
especially myself.”
“Right off the bat, Generac and our local rep just recognized
all the hard work we put into it as a team. In the end, we were
happy to show not just Generac, but also ourselves, what we
could do.”

Protector Diesel
15kW – 50kW
Protector Gaseous
22kW – 150kW

Towable Generators
8kW – 250kW

As for Jenks and the Michigan district, they may have found
a yearly tradition that they’ll keep going.
“We are definitely putting this one back on the calendar,”
he said. “But maybe we’ll hold the raffle at another branch
next time.”

Guardian
10kW – 22kW

PWRcell Solar Inverter
and Battery Storage

Portable Generators
3600W – 175000W
Inverter Generators
2000W – 3500W

Whether you’re servicing a home or small business,
Generac has the backup power your customer needs.
CONTACT YOUR GENERAC SALES REP AND DISCUSS HOW TO PREPARE.
www.generac.com
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COMMUNITY

FLATTENING
THE CURVE
Mobile Central team member Christie Peterson can sew. After
seeing videos of nurses and other healthcare professionals
being forced to re-use their masks — some of them several
days at a time due to the ongoing pandemic — Christie
decided to put her seamstress abilities to good use.
“People in healthcare are working with high-risk patients, and
they don’t all have protective masks to prevent the virus from
getting them sick. When I saw that nurses and doctors are
wearing the same masks for 16-hour shifts and having to wear
them again the next day, and the day after that, I just realized I
had to do something,” she said.
That something is sewing protective masks for doctors and
nurses to wear as covers over their medical-grade masks. Not
only do they work as a functional, protective shields over their
current masks, but they also work as a reusable and washable
alternative that can extend the lifespan of standard medical
masks.
So far, she’s made 30 masks, but the more she sews,
the faster she gets. And her mission doesn’t stop with just
her. She’s reached out to CES Cares to help encourage
employees across the country to participate, and she’s even
taking her mask-making to the next level.
“In case some hospitals don’t have the masks to even cover
with another layer, I’ve been working on sewing protective
masks that allow our healthcare workers to insert their own
filters,” Christie said. “It takes a little bit more time than sewing
the covers, but they contour to the wearer’s face and don’t
have any openings on the sides.”

When asked what motivates her during such a hard time,
Christie had some inspiring words to offer,
“I’m just doing everything I can for people,” Christie said.
“There’s not a number I’m trying to reach. There’s a lot out of
our control right now, so I’m just trying to make as many as I
can.”

CANADA

CARES

CES Nanaimo had the honor of helping the Loaves & Fishes
Community Food Bank give back to their community and
would like to send a special thanks to Eddyfi Technologies
and FMI Installations for helping fill four totes of food for
people in need.

Loaves & Fishes believes that everyone in the community
should have access to healthy nutritious food regardless of
their current situation, so they provide food free of charge
through a depot network.
“The donation was very well received, and the Food Bank
is grateful for all the support,” said Llewellyn.

If you know of a way to help your community,
please reach out to CES Cares at
CESCares@cityelectricsupply.com

“It felt great to be able to help out our community members
in need, especially during these times when help can be
more important than ever,” said Branch Manager
Jonathan Llewellyn.

Christie has certainly done her part to help, and she’s reaching
out to other CES employees to get as many of these masks
made as possible.
“Throughout all of this, I’ve just been overwhelmed by how
complete strangers are willing to help one another right now.
Making these masks is how I can help, and if they can get in
the right hands, I will feel that all of this was worth it. It could
give these healthcare workers a feeling that someone is trying
to help them when they are completely overwhelmed. It could
give them a better chance at flattening the curve.”
At Christie’s branch, some of her team members are even
taking up the cause. Not only are they wearing masks that
she has made, but they’re also letting everyone know that
if they need masks, they know exactly who can help.

KEEP CLEAN WITH
D O N ’ T

Keep germs at bay whether at
home or on-the-go with the new
F4P Hand Sanitizer. F4P SANITIZER-L

F O R G E T

T O

T U N E

I N T O

PRODUCT PREMIERE

0546-7761

KILLS
99.9% OF
GERMS

F4P SANITIZER-S
0546-7764

Don’t miss an episode of TAMCO
Live! Subscribe to our YouTube
channel to watch past episodes
and receive alerts to new ones.

AVAILABLE
IN 2 OZ. &
8 OZ.

CONTAINS
MOISTURIZER
& VITAMIN E

www.F4P-USA.com
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www.TAMCOGROUP.com
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INTRODUCING CORPORATE
AND NATIONAL SOLUTIONS
City Electric Supply provides a broad range of products and
services to fulfill the demanding requirements of commercial,
industrial, residential, government, manufacturing, and leisure
markets. Whether for a large-scale, multinational enterprise
or a locally owned facility, our expertise saves you time
and money.

EXPERTISE IN SPECIALIZED VERTICALS
• Retail & Customer 			
Engagements
• Hospitality & Home Builders
• Manufacturing, Processing,
& Distribution Facilities
• Financial & Institution 		
Services
• Transportation, Fuel,
& Automotive
• Healthcare
• Correctional Facilities
• Educational Facilities
• Mining
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• Casino & Entertainment

OUR SERVICES
CONCEPTING & DESIGN STUDIO
• 3D Renderings

• Photometrics

• Layout Analysis

Full-color, grayscale pseudo, and sketch prototype/project
design services available.

PROCUREMENT CONSULTATION

• Storage

• Electrical

• Restaurant &

Support through the entire RFP process to help you choose
the right manufacturer partners and vet alternate product
recommendations for quality.

Food Industry

• Lighting

• Cost Analysis

• Corporate/Campus
& Property Development
• Government
& Agriculture
• Property Management
• Developers
• Exterior

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
• Experienced
Team

• Coast-to-Coast
Coverage

• Unparalleled
Service

Full stack project management, including coordination with
jobzsite personnel, architects, designers, manufacturers, the
customer procurement team, and more.
Prototype/Project Design Services &
Electrical Power Systems Studies Available

• And more!

CONTACT US

NANCY RAMDON - CONNOLLY

OUR DIFFERENCE
BRANCH SUPPORT: PRE-TO-POST
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES

Site meetings and evaluations, delivery and returns
assistance, materials storage, technical support,
warranty services, international coverage, and much more.

Sales & Operations Director
North America - Corporate and National Solutions

C. 415.307.8579
Nancy.RamdonConnolly@cityelectricsupply.com
www.CityElectricSupply.com
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CES
LEBANON
What does an award-winning county fair, a private university,
an easy commute into Nashville by highway or railway, and
the new location of a City Electric Supply branch all have
in common? We’ll go ahead and give you the answer: it’s
Lebanon, one of Nashville’s fastest-growing suburbs in Middle
Tennessee and home to major employers like Amazon and
Bridgestone.
That’s where Branch Manager Tim Tyler comes in. He might be
new to City Electric Supply and Lebanon, but he’s no stranger
to Middle Tennessee, which is where he’s lived his entire life.
“I’ve worked in Tennessee with Graybar for over 22 years
as an outside sales rep, so I understand Lebanon and the
businesses in this area,” said Tyler. “Most people are surprised
by Lebanon and what’s close to it, but it’s home to a lot of
industrial and residential business. It just keeps growing.”
Tyler is right. Lebanon has seen a staggering 3.4% growth rate
in its population since 2017, attracting a lot of business and
people thanks to being located in a county that contains an
Amazon Fulfillment Center, Bridgestone Americas Tires, and
Cracker Barrel’s headquarters.

and it certainly doesn’t hurt that he has a lot of relationships
with contractors in Nashville. Then there’s Justin Scofield, my
Outside Sales Rep. He worked at MCG for a few years, so he
brings a lot of industrial experience with him, which is huge for
us,” Tyler said.
Tyler brings a lot of the experience himself, having worked
heavily on the commercial side with Graybar. When asked
what brought him over to City Electric Supply after having
spent over 20 years with a competitor, he said it was the
support of a large company and the feel of a small business
that attracted him most.
“When I first heard about this position from District Manager
Steve Baker, it sounded almost too good to be true,” he said.
“I’ve known him for a long time, crossed paths multiple times
since we’re in the same industry. I almost didn’t believe him,
but I have to say that everything he said about City Electric
Supply has been true. My management team has been nothing
but the best. Getting to know them and working for a company
that wants to grow, a company that doesn’t hold you back, it’s
all been a great experience for me.”

CES
CANADA
GENERAC TRAINING
At City Electric Supply, our ongoing commitment for growth
is an important aspect for our associates and customers
alike. Training opportunities are always available through our
branches with various suppliers we partner with. Through
February and March, our network had a chance to participate
in a Generac Air Cooled 3-day Training Session.

The course covered aspects of proper installation and
procedures, generator controllers, and voltage regulation,
engines, governors, diagnostics, and more. Ask one of our
helpful associates if you are interested in learning more about
what CES offers and any of our upcoming courses.

THE COURSE MATERIAL WAS VERY BENEFICIAL, AND I FOUND
THE TROUBLESHOOTING TESTING VERY BENEFICIAL.
THE COMRADERY OF ALL THE STUDENTS IN THE COURSE WAS
ALSO ONE PART OF THE COURSE I ENJOYED. WHETHER IT WAS
DISCUSSING EACH OTHER’S BUSINESS AND TRADE EXPERIENCE
OR DISCUSSING THE LABS…
THANK YOU, DANIEL AND CES, FOR ORGANIZING THIS COURSE
AND THE GENEROSITY OF COVERING A LOT OF THE COSTS INVOLVED

And it certainly has been an experience.
Along with these large businesses and Lebanon’s beautiful
scenery, new development is attracting more people, and it’s
hard for the growing city to keep up.
“For the residential side, there’s a lot of affordable homes
still, so Lebanon has been seen as a hot spot around here
in Tennessee. With the affordable home prices, the good
schools, and its proximity to Nashville, we’re thinking our new
branch is opening up in the perfect area.”
Fortunately, Branch Manager Tyler is not the only one in
Lebanon trying to capitalize on this exceptional growth.
“Patrick Mitchell is my Operations Manager and he came
from Nashville North. He brings a lot of residential experience,
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“Like I mentioned before, Lebanon is quite the hot spot.
We found this location situated right across the street from
an active strip mall, a bank, and apartments. The variety of
customers that shop, do business, and live around here should
really help us get a solid base of customers for any project.”
Tyler and his team aren’t shy about their plans to make an
impact in Lebanon.
“We strive to build something great here. With the three of
us having a background in every aspect of this industry —
residential, industrial, and commercial — we don’t think
there’s anything that can hold us back.”

THIS COURSE WILL BE VERY BENEFICIAL TO ME IN EXPLAINING TO
HOMEOWNERS AND MY EMPLOYEES HOW THE GENERATORS AND
TRANSFER SWITCHES FUNCTION.
THE HANDS-ON APPROACH WAS A GREAT WAY TO LEARN AND MADE
IT MORE APPLICABLE AND REALISTIC TO THE REAL-WORLD.
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PUTTING
IT
ALL
ON THE KLEIN
There aren’t many stories that include Klein Tools royalty,
a Chicago Blackhawks game, and the ultimate bragging rights
over nine City Electric Supply districts, but CES Valparaiso
experienced all three during the last Klein Tools Sales Blitz
Challenge in October 2019.

sales team of Mat Klein and Jonah Page that helped seal the
deal. The team at the branch did everything they could to
capitalize on the momentum that those two made.

“During the day of the blitz, Klein Tools heavily discounted
10 items exclusively for City Electric Supply,” said Branch
Manager Frank Farkas. “They discounted newer items, which
really helped us build some interest in the early stages of the
challenge. From Chicago to Indiana to Wisconsin, the rewards
were something every branch in Jaime Marujo’s districts
wanted, a championship belt for bragging rights and a night
in the massive Klein Tools Skybox for a Chicago Blackhawks
game.”

“We have a young team here,” Farkas said, “and they have
great relationships with younger electricians and apprentices
starting out. Being able to sell the younger guys some of the
best tools in the industry at an unbeatable price really helped.”

Little did most City Electric Supply branches know, but
when the Klein Tools Sales Blitz Challenge kicked off, CES
Valparaiso had some secret weapons backing them up. Their
names were Salesman Jonah Page and Klein Tools’ very own
outside salesman, Mat Klein.

To help capture that energy, CES Valparaiso also held a Klein
Tools Lunch & Learn, which was led by Counter Salesman
Brandon Bonta. Klein Tools even had a team come to set up
some displays and showcase the discounted tools and gear.

“When you have someone with that name behind your branch,
supporting you and your team, it carries some extra weight
to what you do,” said Branch Manager Frank Farkas. “All
of a sudden, they hear that Klein name, and you have their
immediate attention. We made sure we did everything we
could to use that to our advantage. Jonah and Mat flat-out
knocked it out of the park.”
Since day one, CES Valparaiso has had Mat Klein as their
assigned salesman from Klein Tools. Paired with Page, the
two made a great duo, working hard to contact customers and
build interest in the Klein Tools Blitz. In fact, about 50% of their
Klein sales came from one company they worked with, Emcor
Hyre Electric.
“With the holidays coming up and a team of a couple hundred
electricians in the field, Emcor wanted to secure service
reward items for their guys and clients. Combine the hard work
between Mat Klein and Jonah Page with the deep discounts,
and it turned out to be the perfect storm for us,” Farkas said.
And that hard work certainly paid off, which is why they’re the
current owner of the Championship Belt and, of course, the
bragging rights that come with it. But it wasn’t just the outside
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THE CHAMPIONSHIP TEAM

bragging rights, and an unforgettable
night at the United Center watching
the Chicago Blackhawks.
Well, almost unforgettable.
“I don’t even remember if they won
the game that night,” Farkas laughed.
“But I do remember the Klein Tools
Skybox and being able to show our
support to Emcor Hyre Electric.
They really helped make this blitz
that much more special.”
District Manager Williamson felt the
same, adding that it’s a unique
opportunity to get to know more
about your customers just on
a personal level.

“One of the hardest parts about these challenges is trying to
build excitement around your team, but getting them behind
it, watching them get hungry to win, and just seeing all the
energy they put behind this blitz was inspiring,” he said.

“Just over an hour to two hours, Klein Tools was at the branch,
showcasing their newer items,” Farkas said. “They had their
work cut out for them. Everyone already has their favorite tools
they use every day, so they had to really prove the quality
behind them and show the latest innovations to hit the new
line.”
District Manager Jeff Williamson also had nothing but praise for
CES Valparaiso and their record-setting performance.
“We have been hosting Klein Blitz days for about 5 years now,”
Williamson said. “I have never seen this type of volume out of
one store or district during this event.”
When asked about the secret to his team’s success that day,
Farkas had this to offer: “The thing is, a lot of electricians and
contractors have their favorite tools they use every day, so
when you sell them on newer tools, you really have to work
hard to show them that these ones are actually better. The
Klein team really drove it home that these aren’t just basic tools
these guys already have or could find elsewhere. These were
the best of the best at a price they wouldn’t find anywhere
else.”
At the end of it all, everything came together and CES
Valparaiso walked away with the Championship Belt, the

“The Blackhawks game was a great time,” Williamson said.
“It wasn’t just a day devoted to business, it was a day devoted
to celebrating the relationships we have with our customers.”

LOOKING AHEAD TO GOING BACK-TO-BACK
Luckily, this won’t be the last time that CES Valparaiso
participates in the Klein Tools Sales Blitz.
“We are looking forward to Klein Blitz Day 2020,” Williamson
said. “It’ll be a great chance to get customers back to our
counters comfortably. We appreciate Klein offering these
promotions and discounts to create more business for both
parties, and I think I speak for everyone when I say that CES
is always up for a challenge.”

WE HAVE BEEN HOSTING KLEIN
BLITZ DAYS FOR ABOUT 5 YEARS
NOW. I HAVE NEVER SEEN THIS
TYPE OF VOLUME OUT OF ONE
STORE OR DISTRICT DURING
THIS EVENT.
As for CES Valparaiso, they’re looking to defend the belt,
which is displayed openly in their branch, and they challenge
the next branch to come and take it from them.
“This experience just shows all the great things we’ve
been striving toward,” said Williamson. “We certainly
learned a lot during this challenge, but most of all, having
the chance to watch my team get behind this, seeing all
the energy they had, it really rejuvenated me. We look
forward to the next one, and we can’t wait until October
to defend the title.”
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With all of the detailed assistance provided by Tamlite Lighting,
you might think this project took a while to get up and running.
“From quoting to finish and with everything customized,”
said Higgins, “the entire project took two months.”

NOT

YOUR AVERAGE
OFFICE

Office lighting is notoriously utilitarian. It’s the last thing people
notice about an office building, if it’s noticed at all.
Farland Corp, a company based in New Bedford,
Massachusetts, wanted something better for their new
facility. They wanted their lighting to have a unique look,
leave a positive impression, and create a more comfortable
environment, a practically revolutionary concept for an office.
“Practically” because Tamlite Lighting has done it twice before.
“This is the 3rd project we have done in the U.S. with this
style lighting,” said Jeff McLure, the engineer on the project.
“There’s the CES headquarters in Dallas, Texas, then there’s
the new TAMCO facility in Port St. Lucie, Florida.”
So, when City Electric Supply was brought to the project, they
made the easy decision to team up with Tamlite Lighting to
bring Farland Corp the perfect lighting.
“Office lighting is designed to not stand out. It’s almost
supposed to blend into the ceiling. This lighting is different.
The ceilings are really dark, the lights are bright with a grid
pattern you cannot miss,” said District Manager Jeremy
Higgins. “It’s not utilitarian, it’s modern, which is uncommon in
an office setting.”
Farland Corp came to City Electric Supply because they
wanted top-notch lighting, and City Electric Supply showed
them the new TAMCO facility in Florida because that’s
where it was.
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“Jaime had just come back from a tour of the facility and
had seen how they did the layout and the crisscross patterns,”
said Higgins. “At first glance, it’s very unique, yet it’s
extremely functional.”
“We shared the idea with the owner Christian at Farland Corp
and he loved it. We had Tamlite do some layouts for us and it
took off from there,” said CES VP of Operations Jaime Marujo.
After Farland Corp saw and loved the look, City Electric
Supply immediately went to work with Tamlite Lighting to
make it happen.
“I think what people might not know about Tamlite is that
they have the ability to do custom stuff like this. Outside
vendors usually have a catalog, that’s it,” said Higgins.
“Tamlite customized everything we needed down to the
tiniest measurements.”
Tamlite’s unmatched attention to detail did more than show
they cared about the outcome of the project — it saved a lot
of valuable time and money.
“They gave the customers the exact hanging points in the
ceiling so that the engineer could pinpoint the dimensions
on the ceiling and know exactly where they needed to be,”
Higgins said. “Other manufacturers wouldn’t have been
able to provide those services, and it would have required
a lot of guesswork.”

The process was so smooth and the results were so
immaculate that the new Farland Corp facility now stands
as a model for other potential clients.
“The fact that we have this locally is great because it can
be an example for other customers,” said Higgins. “The end
user likes to show it off because he’s very happy with it.”
And the customer isn’t the only one satisfied with the outcome
of the project.

“The project came out amazing! Thank you CES for giving us
the opportunity to make this project a reality,” said TAMCO VP
of Operations Jordan McGinn.
Everything seemed to easily fall into place, and much of that
is because of the consistent communication between City
Electric Supply, Tamlite Lighting, and the customer.
“The best part about this project was the teamwork,”
reflected Higgins. “The customer was willing to work with
us and let us suggest things and see them through, and
that’s why it turned out so well. Everyone was helpful, and
the feedback has reflected that.”

Made from 100%
recycled rubber.

TACTICAL
FLASHLIGHT

NOW AVAILABLE

ROOFTOP
SUPPORT
BLOCKS
Use to support roof
walkways, conduit,
cable tray, and
HVAC ducts.

Built-in
channel
guide

Embedded fasteners
for quicker installation
of strut channel

Long-lasting 2200 mAh
lithium-ion battery

Light Range

0544-0092
Gunmetal anodized
aluminum alloy body
Belt clip with
wrist strap
Stepless dimming
with emergency flash

Adjustable head
with light focus

Flow through helps prevent
mold and ice dams

VISIT US AT

www.CENTAURINSTALLATION.com

Easy carry
hand grip

www.TAMLITEUSA.com
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YELLOWTAIL
DAM:
A RUSH OF
UPGRADES
TWO YEARS
IN THE MAKING

The Yellowtail Dam stands nearly 30 stories tall. It generates
enough power for 80,000 homes. It has four 17-ton turbines
capable of generating 90,000 horsepower. If you stand next
to it, you’ll hear the gentle hum of machinery inside turning
rushing water into electrical power.
It took two years to find a supplier to refit all of the electrical
components inside. But it took just one supplier to take care of
it all.
“When it comes to a GSA contract, most agencies want to
make sure everything comes from one supplier,” GSA Branch
Manager Duane Lippincott said. “City Electric Supply was the
only distributor that had access to all the different brand lines
they needed.”
This was by no means a small project. Yellowtail is the 15th
largest dam in the U.S. The list of components that keep it
running is massive, just like the machinery and the dam itself.
And not just any product will cut it. Mostly everything supplied
has to be American made.

CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY
IS A CERTIFIED

GSA SUPPLIER
Sustainable solutions. Streamlined procurement. Environmentally conscious. As a certified GSA supplier,
City Electric Supply is equipped to fulfill any government contract no matter how large or small.

RESPONSIBILITY TO SUPPLY.

LICENSED TO INSTALL.

We are committed to our status as a GSA vendor, and it’s
our responsibility to government agencies to always supply
energy-efficient solutions that save money, save energy, and
exceed existing government standards.

At City Electric Supply, the service never stops. We can supply
the products and coordinate installations on-site, functioning
as a turnkey solution for any government agency and any
energy-related contract.

photos courtesy of visitmt.com

It probably explains why it took two years to even find a
supplier capable of checking all the boxes.
“The Government was relieved they finally found a certified
GSA supplier like us,” Duane said. “They were searching for
so long, they started to wonder if they’d even complete the
project.”

COMMITTED TO SERVE.

GOT A GSA CONTRACT? LET US HANDLE IT.

With 500+ branches nationwide and 1000+ locations
around the world, City Electric Supply has a global network
in place to supply any contract, anywhere, with the extensive
industry knowledge to provide solutions customized to any
government facility.

GSA Contractor #GS07F032GA
GSASales@cityelectricsupply.com
(904) 644-7081
GSA Sales Office: 329 Parkridge Ave., Orange Park, FL 32065

“The dam was in pretty desperate need of new switchgear,
piping, and other one-off items that not very many competitors
have access to. But we did,” Duane noted. “Not a lot of
competitors can quote like we can. That just speaks to the
huge need for City Electric Supply to be in this market.”
Now, with the Yellowtail Dam updates completed, that
nearly constant, gentle hum of machinery powering the
Montana and Wyoming power grid is still in good working
order. And if it ever isn’t humming along, the Bureau of
Reclamations knows exactly who to turn to.

For the real one-stop shop for government
projects, here’s who you can turn to.
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U S A

MADE IN
THE USA

P R O U D

As we move into this new decade, Tamlite Lighting continues
its rich history of manufacturing and assembling products in
the USA. We are committed to building and sourcing quality
products that meet our customers’ needs; what you need,
when you need it, at the price you want it.

What you need, when you need it, at the price you want it.
IBLED series

A WORD FROM

HORLED series

SAY HELLO TO
THE NEW LED
HIGH BAY

THE TAMCO MANAGERS

The new HORLED is Made in the USA and better than ever:
• Higher lumens per watt
• Occupancy sensor available
• Emergency backup available
These full body high bays are ideal for manufacturing, warehousing,
commercial and industrial facility lighting applications.

The unique fanning of the LED board array
creates an extra wide light distribution.

TVLED series

The double center light channels provide quality
light with modern styling and high visual comfort.

WLS series

The wraparound, shallow design of this fixture
makes it ideal for general illumination in a
variety of settings.

SL series

This strip series is suitable for general purpose
lighting in a wide variety of environments.
Narrow and wide options available.

IDLED series

This premium grade recessed direct/indirect
fixtures boasts two side baskets which
provide quality light, modern styling and high
visual comfort.

CT series

These fixtures are suitable for wet
environments.

TCLED series

The TCLED series of commercial grade
luminary with its 3” housing design
makes this fixture series a great fit for all
lighting applications.
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TAMCO Group streamlines shipping and receiving processes
at the new facility. The year started with the consolidation of
four separate warehouses into a 230,000-square-foot facility,
allowing us to realize the benefits of true vertical integration
and streamline our shipping and receiving functions. TAMCO
Fulfilment has come a long way in a short time thanks to
the hard work and dedication of the Outbound and Inbound
Warehouse Managers, Heather Misano and John Copel.
To maximize productivity and timeliness, we mapped our
inventory for the best flow and efficiency. Next, we’re putting
the final touches on implementing a zone picking process.
Zone picking means team members are assigned specific
areas within the warehouse to pick products. Products are
then brought to a central checking station from each zone and
combined onto one pallet. Zone Picking reduces travel time
between product pulling and helps the team members become
more familiar with products in their zones. We also set up a
high-frequency picking zone on the mezzanine complete with a
conveyor belt to increase efficiency.
Our new quality checking area is ten times larger in previous
locations and allows us to have a systematic approach to
combining pallets. The result is a much faster and higher
quality checking process. These new initiatives allow us to
serve our customers and yours, better and faster.

MEET THE MANAGERS WHO
MAKE THIS HAPPEN
Heather Misano, the Outbound Manager, joined TAMCO in
2016. A veteran of the US Army, Heather holds a Bachelor’s
Degree in Software Engineering and a Master’s Degree in
Logistics. Heather and her team are focused on improving
the accuracy and speed of order fulfillment, as well as
increasing communication with the branches to manage
expectations effectively.
When asked what she enjoys most about her work, Heather
replied, “I enjoy being part of a fast-paced environment,
the camaraderie, and introducing new ways to improve the
accuracy and speed within the warehouse.”
John Koeppel, the Inbound Manager, joined TAMCO in
March 2018. John has over 20 years of experience in
distribution management, focusing on lean manufacturing
utilizing the TIMWOOD process. This process helps eliminate
waste (both time and material), reduce costs, improve lead
times, and improve customer satisfaction.
When asked what he likes most about his work,
John replied, “I enjoy challenging the team to think
outside the box and to find new ways to improve our
operations. I encourage them to make a win every
day.” As the year progresses, we anticipate operational
improvement that enhances the distribution of products
to our customers nationwide.
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NIGHT AND DAY:
LIGHTING UPGRADES
FOR THE CHERRY CREEK
SCHOOL DISTRICT
The pool is dimly lit. You can’t even see the bleachers. At any moment, one of the flickering,
overheated metal halide bulbs might burst and shatter into the pool. This doesn’t seem like it
could be the description of a pool from the Cherry Creek school district — the district with over
27 state swimming titles — but it was. In fact, that was the state of the swimming facilities in
four different schools throughout the district. That is, until Ted Lunn stepped in.

Grandview High School
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Smoky Hill High School

Grandview High School

BEFORE

“The Cherry Creek schools are an important account to me.
I have a great relationship with the electrical engineer, Jim
Barber,” said Colorado Electric Supply Energy Specialist Ted
Lunn. “I’ve told them they can reach out to me personally.
Sometimes they reach out to me first.”
Being so close to Barber, Lunn knew the Cherry Creek district
was having trouble with pool lighting and wanted to take a
look. Barber took Lunn and a representative from MaxLite, one
of Lunn’s favorite vendors, to visit each of the high schools —
Smoky Hill, Eaglecrest, Cherokee Trail, and Grandview.
“What we saw was a lot of hot ballasts torn up by humidity,
all decayed. It doesn’t take long for Halide to depreciate,”
said Lunn. “We were very worried about the glass breaking,
and we knew we had to get fixtures in there that are rated
for humidity.”

BEFORE
Cherokee Trail High School
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BEFORE

With Lunn’s suggestions and MaxLite’s samples, they were
able to show Barber how to improve the lighting in all four
schools, cutting down one’s 72 metal halide lighting fixtures
to 38 LED StaxMax IP65-rated ones.

The project provided the schools with better lighting,
more welcoming environments, safer facilities, and lower
maintenance costs, all with a 10-year warranty thrown in
by MaxLite.

“The difference was night and day, and Jim liked what he
saw,” said Lunn. “Those fixtures sold themselves!”

“I’m really proud of the project,” said Lunn. “We stayed on top
of it, we really did. We wanted to work on the project, so we
did whatever it took, and it worked out well. The Cherry Creek
school district is saving 258,376 kilowatt hours and $24,490
annually by switching to LED lighting.”

After four months of measurements, preparation, and careful
layout planning, they took it to each school to try. They
replaced the fixtures and angled the tracks the lights were on
in a new way that allowed the entire room to be well-lit.
“Where there was no light on the bleachers, there was
suddenly perfect lighting. They don’t have to worry about
people tripping over the stairs anymore,” said Lunn. “And now
the chances of breakage are way lower because LED retrofits
dissipate heat.”

AFTER

For the first time in years, the swimming facilities are bright.
Every one of the swimming coaches said that the change was
remarkable and that they were very happy with the outcome.

AFTER

Lunn, excited by the success of this project, is ready to
see what doors open next.
“In the same district, we’re already looking into possibly
updating some football fields to LED lighting,” said Lunn.
While Lunn enjoyed being a part of this project and looks
forward to being a part of more in the future, he firmly believes
that the relationships he builds on the job are just as important
as the work itself.
“I look forward to growing my relationship with the
Cherry Creek schools,” said Lunn. “Having a relationship
is so important, that and service. And that’s what CES is
all about — great relationships and great service.”

AFTER
Eaglecrest High School
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BEFORE

AFTER

OUT WITH THE OLD,
IN WITH THE NEW
Over the last eight years, Tommy Sharble and Jacob Martin
with Metro Electric have been customers of City Electric Supply
Alabaster. From small projects to large projects, the branch
has been able to take care of every product need the company
has had.
“Keith Phillips, the branch’s outside sales representative,
always makes sure we receive our products at the right price
and in a timely manner,” said Sharble.
When Metro Electric was called to work on the electrical
work in the JVC building in Cottondale, Alabama, they called
Phillips to provide the best solution for new lighting fixtures.
Since the building had been purchased three months prior,
getting in and out and replacing the lighting in a timely
manner was a must.
“Old metal halide needed to be replaced in a building that
was over 165,000 square feet,” said Phillips. “It was like a scary
house with most of the lighting fixtures not working.”
The branch replaced the old fixtures with 165 320w Keystone
Technology Lighting fixtures, which took nearly two weeks.
“Once the fixtures arrived about a week later, it took an entire
week to take down the old ones and put up the new ones,”
said Phillips.
The only challenge they faced was the short deadline and the
lights taking longer than expected to arrive.
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COMING
SOON

PREMIUM

“Although we had a time crunch, Keith made sure they
had everything for us and even delivered it to the jobsite,”
said Sharble. “I am extremely happy with everything he does
for us.”
The JVC Building is still a work in progress, but it is estimated
to be completed within the next month.
“We have a little more to light on one end that will require
possibly 100 additional wall packs to place outside,” said
Phillips. “But we are excited to see how far this building
has come from the beginning.”

WIRE CONNECTORS
QUICK AND SECURE – EVERY TIME
With an increased wire range, TERMINATOR™ Premium Wire
Connectors increase productivity in almost any application.
At NSI Industries, your safety is top of mind. TERMINATOR
provides a professional-grade, secure connection each and
every time. We’re open for business and ready to serve you.

R/Y

T/R

O/B

RED/YELLOW

TAN/RED

ORANGE/BLUE

WATCH
THE VIDEO
Simply scan
the QR code
with a free
QR Reader app.

nsiindustries.com
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OPERATION
SANDWICH

WE ARE EXTREMELY GRATEFUL
FOR CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY’S
SUPPORT OF THE SOUP
KITCHEN AND OUR NEIGHBORS
EXPERIENCING HOMELESSNESS.
THE NEEDS HAVE NOT SLOWED
DURING THIS PANDEMIC, AND
PEOPLE CONTINUE TO COME
IN DAILY TO MEET THEIR BASIC
HUNGER NEEDS

On May 5, 2020, one of City Electric Supply Waxhaw’s
customers, Tayco Electric and Solar, challenged the branch to
match or beat their sandwich donation to the Urban Ministry
Center in Charlotte. As soon as the branch heard about the
challenge, they jumped at the opportunity.
“My team never shies away from an opportunity to help out
their community,” said Branch Manager Shawn Odom.
The Urban Ministry Center is a soup kitchen founded in 1979
to provide a full spectrum of homeless programs, from basic
services to shelter and housing.
“Our mission is to bring the community together to end
homelessness, one life at a time,” said Urban Ministries
Director of Communication and Philanthropy Service, Trish
Fries.

“We are extremely grateful for City Electric Supply’s support
of the soup kitchen and our neighbors experiencing
homelessness,” said Fries. “The needs have not slowed during
this pandemic, and people continue to come in daily to meet
their basic hunger needs.”

The branch teamed up with Mary O’Neills, a local restaurant,
to donate 375 sandwiches that included a variety of ham and
cheese, turkey and cheese, and peanut butter and jelly.
“We eat at Mary O’Neills quite often, so it was a no brainer
to ask them to join us in giving to the center. They were so
excited about the opportunity and quickly said yes,” said
Shawn. “They even donated half of the sandwiches we
provided. It felt rewarding being able to work with and support
a local business and then donate to those in need at a local
center.”

These lunches play a very important role in many people’s
lives, and Fries and Smith are glad to help.
“Donations like these are crucial to providing a filling and
affordable lunch for hundreds of people each day,” said
Smith. “For some, lunch may be their only meal of the day and
sandwiches are a great takeaway food as they can also be
saved for later if needed.”

Vice President of Operations Blair Feidler, District Manager
Gary Tubbs, Outside Sales Representative Connor Raines,
and Odom picked up the sandwiches from the restaurant and
traveled 45 minutes to the center.
“We were excited to take this challenge, but we also wanted to
give from the heart to those in need,” said Feidler.
The team successfully dropped off their sandwiches, and they
were glad to have the opportunity to do so.
“It was a great day of camaraderie with the team doing
something good for the community,” said Tubbs.
Odom was particularly touched by how many people needed
help, and was glad to do what he could.
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Shawn and his team were happy to have the opportunity to
help Fries and Smith in their efforts to serve others.
“It saddened me knowing how many people need help,”
said Odom. “It felt really nice knowing we were able
to help that day and provide people with lunches.”
This was the branch’s first opportunity to donate food, but they
like to help their community whenever they can.
“We are currently helping with the St. Jude’s dream home in
Waxhaw, which has felt very rewarding. But providing a meal to
those who need it more than we do was something wonderful,”
said Shawn.

Urban Ministries feeds around 350 people on weekdays
and around 200 on the weekends.

“We are all thankful we were able to help out and are excited to
contribute to other causes in the future,” said Odom.

“I honestly did not know we were able to provide a meal for
each individual that came through that day until several days
later,” said Shawn. “When I was informed, it felt great knowing
how many individuals we were able to feed. That is absolutely
amazing.”

CES Cares Social Impact Manager Karen Gray was excited
for the opportunity presented to the branch and excited to see
CES Cares was able to participate in helping.

Fries and Soup Kitchen Director Sandra Smith were very
excited to receive the donation.

“CES Cares was so excited to be a part of this important
effort,” said Gray. “We love watching our employees give
back to those in need, but being able to be a part of this
made it even better.”
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VOODOO BAYOU
Jim Devine of the Palm Beach District Projects Department is no stranger to decorative
lighting and good Southern Cajun food. Fortunately for him, both of these areas of his
expertise came to light when Voodoo Bayou in Palm Beach Gardens contacted him
about a lighting remodel for their new restaurant with an expensive budget.
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In addition to Slater, some other vendors that helped in this
project included Prime Light for custom lighting, Tamlite
Lighting for exit and emergency signs, Satco for some of the
decorative lamps in the restaurant, Lutron for controls and
sensors to set the perfect moods and lighting schedules,
Nora Lighting, ASD Lighting, and more. Although City Electric
Supply helped supply all of the lighting and gear, it was Abaco
Electric’s expert installation work that put it all together.
Setting the perfect lighting, mood, and experience can be
a little challenging to get right. As Devine recalls, the high
ceilings, the narrow beam spreads, and the different Kelvin
temperatures were somewhat of a difficult process.

“Over the course of the seven-month project, we had to
experiment with Kelvin temperatures to make sure light
wasn’t spilling over where we didn’t want it. We worked with
temperatures from 3000K to 3500K and had very narrow
10-degree beam spreads. When you’re working with fixtures
that are 25 feet in the air and trying to cast that specific light to
the ground, it’s going to be a little challenging,” Devine said.
“But it wasn’t anything we couldn’t handle.”
The project was recently completed in February, so only a
few customers got to see the officially opened and completed
restaurant. But Devine can’t wait for things to get back to
normal so everyone in Palm Beach Gardens can get a real
Cajun experience from a unique restaurant that was certainly
missing from the area.
Working with Voodoo Bayou and Curtis Peery was a reminder
to Devine why he enjoys working in the decorative lighting
space so much. Helping clients see a project reach completion
exactly how they envisioned it is exciting, but it’s also a
challenge and no two projects are ever the same.
“Decorative lighting can be difficult to understand and get
right,” Devine said. “But over the years, I’ve worked on
several projects like this, and every time, I learn a lot about
how it works and what sort of experience great decorative
lighting can provide.”

“Even though almost none of the lighting was your typical
install-and-done type of product, and quite a bit of it required
some customizing, we were still able to save Voodoo Bayou
about 50% to 60% on their overall lighting package,” Devine
said. “Ultimately, they wanted a very specific customer
experience, and they weren’t afraid to experiment or spend to
get that perfect atmosphere. Fortunately, we were able to give
them that perfect atmosphere and exactly what they wanted
while falling well under their budget.”

“Voodoo Bayou wanted a very specific feeling to really give
their restaurant that dark New Orleans vibe,” Devine said.
“People in the south take authentic Cajun food seriously, so
not only does the food need to be spot-on, but the restaurant
itself also has to have this feeling that you’re in New Orleans
getting a real southern Cajun experience. One of the best ways
to do that is with the right lighting.”
With the expensive lighting budget that Voodoo Bayou had
for their remodel, and over 8,000 square feet of space to work
with, Devine knew he could give them an exceptional lighting
package at a fraction of the cost they were being quoted
elsewhere. And because City Electric Supply is one of the top
distributors in North America, Devine could supply all of the
products for Voodoo Bayou both inside and out, including gear
and lighting.
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However, that perfect atmosphere took some finetuning and
some of the leading vendors in the lighting industry to help out.
In the original quote, Devine included several vendors to make
sure the project was completed exactly how Curtis Peery,
owner of Voodoo Bayou and Calaveras Cantina in Jupiter,
Florida, wanted it.
“From the very beginning — when we were deciding on the
different fixtures and lamps — we all shared the same vision
that Curtis Peery had for this new Cajun experience: bold, a
little dark, but still lively and inviting.”
After being awarded the bid, Devine immediately got to work.
Over the next four to five months, he met with Slater Lighting —
a decorative and commercial lighting expert — to perfect the
lighting design and lighting layout, which helped give Voodoo
Bayou’s customers that authentic Cajun experience they were
looking for.
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CES SEBRING
SPONSORS THE PROM
On April 11, after several long weeks of supplying essential
businesses in their area and doing everything they could
to help during the pandemic, Branch Manager Kip Doty and
his team had an interesting opportunity to show their
community support.
“We helped sponsor a virtual prom night,” Doty said.
“It was something we haven’t done before, but when we
were approached to be a part of this, we thought it was a
great idea.”
With schools all across America shut down, many seniors in
high school won’t have the chance to experience prom, so the
entire Sebring community got together to make it happen.
“A local fitness center donated the space for the DJ to set up
all the speakers, lights, and cameras, and we streamed it live
right there,” Doty said. “About eight people were on-site just to
monitor comments, handle giveaways, make sure everything
ran smoothly. But the best part was that students got to dress
up and request songs through the comments, and we got to
sponsor the food! We gave money directly to the students to
get a free pizza from a local pizza shop.”
As the eight people at the fitness center helped organize
and run the event, over 30 people and local businesses that
sponsored it announced cash giveaways, prizes, and more.
“All in all, we gave away about $3,000 to these students. It
happened all throughout the night, $50 here, $100 there, and
even more prizes and giveaways between songs. In addition
to sponsoring the food, our branch gave out sunglasses to
the students.”
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The event was a huge success. More than 400 students from
five high schools joined the Facebook Live event and YouTube
channel. And based on the activity the virtual prom night got,
the students loved it.
“The comments and the talking never stopped. It made us
realize just how much the kids were missing during this time.
These are big moments in their lives, and even though it
was hard to have to do this virtually, it was a nice thing to be
a part of.”
A lot of real memories were made, even if it happened virtually.
Dads danced with their daughters, friends got to hang out with
one another, and the small, tight-knit community got a chance
to show their support to each other.
“It was a really touching moment,” Doty said. “It felt great to
be a part of it, but I wish we could do more. When you think
about your own experiences in high school, it kind of pales
in comparison to what these kids are going through. But, the
good news is that the virtual prom night went over so well, and
the students loved it so much that my brother-in-law is going to
put together more events for our community to give these kids
more to do.”
“That’s what I love about being a part of the CES Family,”
said Doty. “We’re as much a part of these communities as
anybody else, and it’s important to give back when we can
just to show that we care.”

READY, SET, PLAY 2020 CES PICKS

Slim New Look,
Rugged Performance

Introducing New Low-Profile
Shorting and Open Cap Solutions
Upgrade outdoor photocontrols with the new SK4500K Shorting Cap and
OK4500R Open Cap from Intermatic. The locking-type plug connectors are a
simple, cost-effective solution to protect outdoor fixtures, or control photocontrol
ON/OFF patterns in multi-fixture installations.
Both solutions are ANSI C136.10 compliant, delivering long-term value without
sacrificing aesthetics. Available in 50-unit bulk quantities.

SK4500K
Locking-Type Shorting Plug

Contact your local Intermatic representative today or log onto
Intermatic.com to learn more!
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT

WE SAVED THE MOST
IMPORTANT MESSAGE
FOR LAST —

THANK
YOU.

Thank you for working hard. Thank you for following
difficult safety precautions. Thank you for being a
part of the CES family and sticking by us through this
unprecedented time. We’ve had to deal with some
pretty tough changes this year, but there’s no one
we’d rather do that with than you.
Thank you.
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WELCOME

TO CONTACTLESS SIGNING
NO PEN. NO PAPER.
NO ACCOUNT.
JUST SIGN AND GO.
The new Contactless Signing feature on
the CES App works exactly as it sounds.
• Open the CES App.
• Select “Digital signature for pickup or delivery.”
• Enter packing slip number.
• Enter name and email.
• Sign without touching anything but your phone.

SCAN THIS
QR CODE TO
DOWNLOAD
TODAY

